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A relentless defense combined with an explosive offensive unit led Paducah Tilghman to a 54-0 waltz over Murray
High last night at Holland
Stadium.
Using a junior backfield,
Tilghman picked up 213 yards
on the ground in the final half to
turn a 13-0 score at intermission
into an assault and battery of
the Tigers.
Quarterback Kevin Paschall
threw for two touchdowns while
tailback Andre Greer scored
two and reserve flillbk
Ronnie Williams ran for two to
hand the Tigers their second
conse&tIve -shutout.
Murray was never able to get
beyond the Tilghman 36 yard
line as the Blue Tornado
defensive uniL completely
demolished the Tigers. Murray
was able to pick up only one
first down in the second half.
The
Tigers'
deepest
penetration into Tilghman
terrirotry came in the first
series of the game. Dale McCuiston carried 29 yards to the
Paducah 45. Then the Tigers
used four plays in picking up
nine yards and Tilghman took
over on downs.
Paschall's first pass of the
ballgame fell into the hands of
Tiger defender Doug Shelton.
But Murray could get absolutely nowhere on the ground
and the two teams exchanges
punts for most of the opening
period.
Late in the opening quarter, a
15 yard penalty for facemasking carried Tilghman
from the Tiger 45 down to the
30. On the first play after the
penalty, Paschall hit flankerback Alton Dodd with a scoring
pass. The PAT by Greer was
good and Tilghman had the 7-0
lead.
Murray's defense was outstanding in the second period as
Tilghman moved into Tiger
territory only once, and that
was only to the Murray 47.
But the Tigers were never
able to generate any kind of an
offensive threat. On four fourth
down plays in the period, the
shortest
number of yards
needed for the first down was
14. Once, following a 22 yard
loss by Glenn Jackson, the
Tigers faced a third and 46
situation.
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BRIGHT SPOT—Dale McCuiston was the only resemblance to a
bright spot for the Tigers Friday night, as he gained 100 of the Ill
yards for Murray. The Blue Tornado had little trouble as they
gave the Bengals one of the worst beatings in the history of the
school, 54-0.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Continued on Page Eightt

Special Session Needed Before
Revenue Sharing Funds Spent
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP) — A
federal official has agreed that
a special session of Kentucky's
General Assembly would be
needed before the state could
spend any federal revenuesharing money allotted to it.
Otto Stolz, special counsel to
the undersecretary _of the
treasury, gave that interpretation Friday to officials of
the Kentucky Program Development Office and area development districts.
The suggestion that a special
legislative session would be
needed to spend the state's portion of funds under the plan
first was raised earlier this
week by Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville. Clarke is chairman of
the interim legislative com-

The Weather

It seemed that the first half
would end with Murraay
Fair weather through the petrailing by only seven points.
riod. Cool Monday then warBut not so!
ming Tuesday through WednesWith only 39 seconds left in day. Highs in the
70s. Lows in
the half, Tilghman's Terry the 30s early Monday
rising to
the 50s Wednesday.
i Continued on Page Eight)

•

mittee on appropriations and
revenue.
The point at issue is a provision in the bill requiring money
that is allocated to state and local governments to be spent in
the same manner as their regular revenue. That would mean
that city councils and county
fiscal courts would have to appropriate the money for spending by local governments and
the General Assembly would do
so for state spending.
Final congressional approval
of the bill was expected to be
given Friday or Saturday.
Kentucky stands to get $87.3
million under the federal program, $58.2 million of that going directly to local governments and the other $29.1 million to be spent by state government.
Stolz said the federal government intended to keep to a minimum any restrictions on how
state and local governments
spend the money they get under the plan.
But he warned that Congress
was going to be looking carefully at how the money actually

was used during the first year
of the program.
And if Congress did not approve of some of those uses, he
said, stringent limitations probably would be put on it by the
next Congress.
Revenue-sharing money used
for maintenance and operations
must-he used or obligated within 18 months, he said, and that
Used for capital construction
must be used or obligated within five years. He said that a
contract signed witha labor union for salaries of workers
would not be considered anobligation for purposes of the law.
The treasury expected to get
the first check out to local governments by Oct. 27, he said,
and the second by Jan. 2-5.
After that, he added, checks
would be sent out quarterly.
Local governments would
have to file a report on how
they planned to use the money
and that report would have to
be published in a newspaper of
general circulation in the area.
he said. Some accounting of the
money also would have to be
made, he said.
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FURGO UP THE MIDDLE—West Fergersen (32)faked a pass on this play, and decided to take
it up the middle himself for a good
gain on the play. Eddie Jones (52)saw action as center In the latter part of the game
for Murray. Behind Jones in Steve Porter in ).
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Major General John H. Cushman, commanding general of the
101st Airborne Division and of Fort Campbell, Ky., who was the
principal speaker at the Murray Rotary Club Thursea.

Ft Campbell Commanding
General Speaks to Rotary

1..„,

Vol. LXXXXIII No.
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Bombers Rain
Over 700 Tons
On North Today
SAIGON AP) — U.S. B52
bombers streaked across North
Vietnam today, raining more
than 700 tons of explosives on
war stockpiles that military
sources said were awaiting
shipment south from near the
ports of Vinh and Dong Hoi.
Supersonic U.S. Phantoms
and Soviet-built MIG21 'fighters
battled over the skies west of
Hanoi Friday in a dogfight that
produced the fifth American
fighter ace of the Vietnam war,
the Air Force announced.
Capt. Jeff S. Feinstein, 27, of
East Troy, Wis., was credited
with his fifth MIG kill, qualifying him as the third Air
Force ace, spokesmen said.
The two other aces are Navy
pilots.
The U.S. Command said the
MIG shot down by Feinstein 40
miles west of Hanoi was the
174th downed by American jets
since June 17, 1965, and the
59th since the resumption of
full-scale U.S. bombing last
April. The Command lists 70
American planes lost to MIGs

It takes from $160 to $175 advantage or— these opmillion per year to maintain the portunities," he said "emArmy's, sprawling military phasizing that education not
installation at Fort Campbell, only improves the soldier as a
Ky., its commanding general man but also improves his eftold members of the Murray ficiency as a soldier. .
Rotary Club Thursday. (Continued on Page Eight)
This, Maj. Gen. John H. Cush;
man said, it what it takes in
government funds each year to
The Calloway County Firepay the troops, provide the
Rescue Unit will conduct a road
services, finance construction
block at three intersections on
aqd have the maintenance
12th Street on Sunday, October
necessary to support the big
The Weight Control Classes 15, according to a spokesman
military reservation near
will open Monday, October 16, for the unit.
Hopkinsville.
General Cushman, who also at the Calloway County Health
Roadblocks will be conducted
Center, located at North 7th at from
commands the famed 101st
11:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at
Olive Streets.
the intersections of 12th and
Airborne Divion at Fort
Mrs. Jo Ann Harmon, Sycamore,
Campbell, also , told the
12th and Main, and
Rotarians that—by- next May nutritionist for the Health lath—and Chestnut. All conthere will be mOfe than-zr,000 Department, and Mrs. Barletta tributions will be appreciated, a
troops on the base as compared Wrather,- extension agent with spokesman said.
the Agricultural Extension
with its present population
This second road block, with
Department, will conduct the
13,000.
the first being on October 8, is
classes.
The 101st, which returned to
Those signed up for the ten being held to enable those who
Fort Campbell last April after
a.m. class may register at the wished to contribute to the
more than five years of combat
expenses of the squad, but were
duty in Vietnam, will reach its Health Center anyt me after unable to
last week.
9:30 a.m., and those for the 7:30,
full combat strength of 17,400
class may register anytime
Persons may mail their
men by that time, he said,
after seven p.m. ,
'contributions to P.O. Box 612,
largely as the result of an intensified recruiting program,
which he explained in detail.
In commenting on the newlyformed Eagle University at
Fort Campbell, an educational
project involving Murray State
University and six other institutuion of higher learning,
The honor rolls for the county Kenneth Griffin, Joy Kelso,
General Cushman said that elementary schools have
been Melissa Miller, Keith Overby,
recruiters today are finding released by the principals of
the Meleah Paschall, Richard
that prospective soldiers are respective schools.
Those Smotherman, Teresa Tucker.
mare
interested than ever named are:
Sixth Grade—Karol Kemp,
before in the opportunities
K1RKSEY
Holly
LaMastus,
Terry
offered them by the Army to
Fourth Grade Celise Curd,
Lassiter, Sheila McKenzie,
improve themselves and to gain
Regina Darnell, Sheri Outland. Ginger' Mitchell, Dale Orr,
additional education.
Fifth Grade—Lisa Bazzell
; Terry Paschall, Mike Ran"The men are not only perTammi Crouse, Dale Finney, dolph, Chuck Williams, Russ
mitted to attend classes, but
Laura Fortes, Roger Garland, Wilson.
they are encouraged to take
Jane Greer, "Kerry Lamb,
Seventh Grade—Bonny ArmKathy Lovett, Kim Willie.
strong, Tammie Calhoun,
Sixth Grade—Stephanie Reginia
Gentry,
Denise
Wyatt, Dawn Sledd, Jackie Howard, Mike Howard, Kevin
Parker, Teresa McKinney, Hutson, Kim Kemp, Cindy
Tammy Locke,
Lassiter, Garry
Morris:
Seventh Grade—Steve Baker, Tammie Miller, Perry Sims,
George William Shelton of Sheila
Darnell,
Teresa Alesa Walker, Gene, Dale
Albany, Ga., son of Mr. and Donegan,Betty Easley, Karen Lockhart.
Mrs. Hassel Shelton of Murray, Edwards,Nada Frazier, Dennis
Eighth Grade—Donna
has been selected for his Green Sandra Hale. Randy Adams, Gay Howard, Randy
biography to appear in the McCallon, Jo Beth Norwood Hutchens, Janet Murdock,
edition of the book, "1972 Patricia Parrish, Pam Pierce, Tammy
Overby,
Gail
Outstanding Educators of Connie Smith, Dale Swift, Janet Smotherman, Teresa Starks.
America."
Gail Tucker, Shari Gayle Pam Todd.
Shelton is not serving as Tucker.
New Concord
chairman of the business
Eighth Grade—Rhonda
Fourth
Grade—Ricky
division and as.,an associate Adams, Rodney Black. Jill Barrow,
Lynne Barkhurst,
professor at MI Albany Junior Falwell, Kevin Lamb, Kevin
Laura Garland, Debbie StubCollege, Albany, Ga. Prior to Lovett, Margaret Mcgallon,
blefield.
this position, he - was an in- Patricia Melvin, Mark Rogers.
Fifth Grade—Craig Chandler,
structor in business ad- Vanessa. Stone, Renet,--Tobey.
Mary Wagoner.
ministration at W. Illinois
Sixth Grade—Kenneth McLynn Grove
University from 1963-65 and at
('uiston,-T
ammy Lax, May Ann
Fourth Grade—Lori Adams.
Edison Junior College from
Mickey Butterworth, Carita Winchester, Anna Cooksey.
1965-67.
Seventh Grade—Ricki
He received his 8. S. at Chambers, David Conner, Barkhurst, Pat Cunningham,
Murray State University, his B. Renate Collins, Joyce Deering, Mitzie Redick, Lerma Duke.
A. at the University of Keith Ford, Jitilny Gentry,.
Eighth Grade—Linda McLouisville, and his Ph.D at Tracy laMastui, Danny lamb;
Marty McCuiston, Don Scott, Cuiston, Stev6 McC-uiston,
Florida State University.
Cindy
Williams,
Philip
Shelton is married to the Danny Sims, Louis • ZimZacheretti
Ronnie Gibson.
,
former Edith Paton and they merman.
Fifth .Grade—Cathy
have fq,ur children, Karen,
Almo
Fourth Grade—Jimmy EdElizabeth, Sandra, and Denise. Crawford. Tripp Furchess,

Special Classes
To Start Monday

in the war, including 21 during
the current enemy offensive.
The Command reported no
American losses among the
four Phantoms involved in the
dogfight. But it disclosed in delayed reports that an Air Force
Phantom and a Marine Corps
A6 Intruder vanished on
Tuesday and Thursday over
North Vietnam. The four crewmen were listed as missing.
The latest losses raised to 111
the number of U.S. planes reported by the Command as lost
in the air war over North Vietnam since the resumption of
full-scale bombing. During the
same period, 120 American airmen have been killed or captured, according to command
records.
In the ground war, sharp
fighting- continued about 23
miles north of Saigon. South
Vietnamese forces were pushing from the north and south
trying to trap enemy troops
who had earlier held control of
Xom Suoi hamlet on Highway
13.

r!!

Murray, Ky., 42071.
Special
fighting
fire
techniques have been conducted
by the unit members during the
past week. A house on Highway
121 South, about three miles
from Murray, was donated by
Dan Shipley for the squad to use
all this week for a fire school.
The house was set on fire
approximately twenty times
and extinguished siuring the
school conducted in conjunction
with the West Kentucky Area
Vocational School. The fires
ranged in size from small spot
fires to fires in several rooms at
the same time. The house was
finally allowed to burn down
about eight p.m. Friday.

Honor Rolls For County Schools
Released For First Six Weeks

G. W. Shelton's
Biography In Book
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Fire-Rescue Roadblocks
Planned Here On Sunday
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A Time to Run" rally will be
-held at the Baptist Student
Center, 108 North 15th Street, at
3 p.m. tomorrow s advance
workers prepare for the
premiere showing of the latest
feature-length Billy Graham
evangelistic motion picture in
Murray November 15-18.
Larry Carmichael, who is the
premiere coordinator from the
Minneapolis office of the Billy
Graham
Evangelistic
Association, will be the featured
speaker at the rally.
Church people of Murray and
Calloway County who attend
will receive instructions on
promotion of the film,"Time to
Run," and the organization of
counseling teams will be
started, according to Ray
Brownfield, vice president of
The People's Bank and
chairman of an executive
committee
making
arrangements for the premiere.
Ai1ttrrrrlip--of--te.movie,
- which is not a church film or a
denominational one, but a
family-message type, also will
be shown during the rally,
Brownfield emphasized.
A preview showing for
workers and special guests also
is scheduled for 9:30 a.m. October 23 at the Capri Theatre.
A central office, staffed by a

Today
Eight Pages

10* Per Copy

'Time to Run'
Rally Slated
For Tomorrow

Tigers Take Beating By
Paducah Tilghman 54-0
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter

I

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, October 14, 1972
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wards, Angela Futrell, Jena
Hoke, Cynthia Jones, Itevin
Jones, Tina Pritchett, Jeffery
Ramsey,Sheila Rutland, Sheryl
Scott, Donna Swift, Marty
Wyatt, Delmonica Brown,
Cornelia Jackson, Karen
McKinney, Darlene
Walker.
Fifth Grade—Brigitte
Bynum, Tamara Frankhouser,
Timmy Graham,Sharon Jones,
Richard Steen, David Thorn,
(Continued on Page Eight

Meetings To Be
Held In State
On Revenue Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wendell Ford has announced a series of regional
meetings to be held across Kentucky to help local officials
with the federal revenue-sharing program.
Ford asked the Kentucky •
County Judges Association and
the Kentucky Municipal League
sponsor the meetings, which
will be conducted by the State
Finance Department, Kentucky
Program Development Office
and University of Kentucky;
The sessions will be held.
from Oct. 30 through Nov. 2 at
Madisonville, Elizabethtown,
London, Lexington, General
Butler State Park at Carrollton
and Jenny Wiley State Park
near Prestonsburg.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N. 4th St . Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
W. P. Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest Of our readers
National Representatives Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn . Time & Life Bldg New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg ,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray i $35 per week, S1.52 per
month, 518 70 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
S7.50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
per year ; more than 150 miles trom Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at me Post Off,ce. Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,
OCTOBER 16, 1972

SATURDAY—OCTOBER 14. 1972

-Advertising and Newspapers

If readers of this newspaper had to bear the entire
cost of its publication, they would pay many times
the present per copy rate.
They actually pay less than a fourth of the actual
cost.
Advertising pays the difference.
Advertising is a helpful and wanted service for
newspaper readers.
People long ago recognized newspapers were an
ideal means of bringing buyers and sellers together.
No newspaper has existed for long without advertising, although some have tried.
Time after time polls have shown that, given a
preference, people- prefer newspapers with advertising.
.
It's an essential and informative part of this and'
every other newspaper.

LEDGER, a TIBEE8 FILE

N. G. Wisehart died yesterday at the home of his
son on Hazel Route Two.
Army Pvt. Ben W. Garrison recently completed
eitht weeks of intensive field training with the 4th
Armored Division of the 7th Army Training Area,
Grafenwohr, Germany.
Gene W. Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry L. Ray of
Murray, has been awardded a University NonService Fellowship for 1962-63 at the University of
Tennessee where he is a graduate student in physics.
Kirksey Junior High cheerleaders are LaJeanna
Paschall, Jill Tucker, Geor,gia Potts, Charlotte
Young, Shirley Bazzell, and Pam Ezell.
••
4
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Rev. John J. Gough, Rev. Tom Shelton, and Rev. M.
M. Hampton, all former pastors, will speak at the
annual homecoming at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church on October 19.
C. J. (John) Farmer has been named as sales
manager of Murray Motors, Inc., local Ford
Agency.
The reunion of the Fair family was held Sunday at
the home of Mrs. and Mrs. Irvan Fair.
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett was hostess for the meeting of
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution at her home on West
Main Street.

The work on Antelope
By JOE STONE
House is an illustration of the
The people who lived in the
fact that nothing the ruins
American Southwest in the
stabilization unit does can be
period between the lives of
said to be typical.
Jesus Christ and Christopher
Part of the work is to stabiColumbus left no written
lize the walls of this 70-room
record, but they left strucdwelling, some as much as
tures which the National Park
four stories high and all built
Service believes are as well
during the years 1100 to 1300
worth saving as books.
A.D. But while the walls are
The preservation of these
being stabilized so that they
structures is the job of a small
can be seen and studied by
group of men who work out of
generations to come, an arrented quarters on the camchaeological dig is going on at
pus of the University of
the site.
Arizona in Tucson. The group
Because of the archaeologiis called the ruins stabilizacal study, money for the work
tion unit of the Arizona arat Antelope House does not
chaeological center of the Nacome from the $200,000 which
tional Park Service.
will be spent in fiscal 1972-73
The permanent employes of
for ruins stabilization.
..the unit, all Anglos, are:
The funds earmarked pureRoland S.-Richert,the chief,
ly for ruins stabilization will
right now engaged in getting
be spent rehabilitating strucinto writing everything that
tures
ranging from those in
has been learned about ruins
'Chaco Canyon near Farmingstabilization.
ton, N.M., which are the
Martin T. Mayer, acting
largest group of prehistoric
chief of the unit while Richert
ruins in North America outis writing.
side the Valley of Mexico, to
Don P. Morris, Sam Henthe 16th Century Spanish
derson and William E. Sodstructures at Tumacacori Naderth, all supervising archaetional Monument in Arizona,
ologists, working with crews
and to a relatively recent
on field projects.
Mexican-American, type of
The crews with which they
ranch house in the Organ Pipe
work are nearly all Indian,
Cactus National Monument in
and most of the Indian workArizona.
ers are Navajo. The basic
Because most of the prehisskill they must have is that of
toric ruins in which it is prithe stone mason. They also
must have patience and an infinite capacity for taking
pains, virtues of the archaeological digger.
The present ruins stabilization unit is a descendant of a
program started in 1937 by the
Civilian Conservation Corps,
an agency called, during
NEW YORK ,(AP) — The
those depression days, the
summer rally, Wall Streeters
CCC. It was a program for unand State Streeters and LaSalle
employed young Americans
— in this case, Indians.
Streeters and Montgomery
One of the first in the CCC
Streeters are saying, was cut
short by the Indian summer
version of ruins stabilization
was Charley Atencio, now 62, slump.
No great surprise. Not only
Navajo. This year-he is working with the U.S. Forest twas this anticipated by many,
Service in Chimney Rock in
but it was considered a necessouthern Colorado.
sary prelude to the year-end
Many of the young Indians
rally.
working on projects this sumThe securities industry loves
mer are sons of the CCC origilabels such as these, because
nals. These and others form a
labels seem to explain while
ruins stabilization manpower
really doing little more than
reservoir of about 50 who are
identifying the inexplicable, the
skilled in the work. On specifdifficult, the unknown or unic jobs, crews of workmen
believable.
range in size from two to 35.
Nixonomics and
Workers of the ruins
McGovernmentism are widely
stabilization pool start as
used to exptain market behavlaborers and can aspire to be
foremen. Chauncey Neboya, ior, although many , brokers
would find it more difficult to
62, Navajo, with homes in
Canyon de Chelley and above list five elements of either program than to list five reasons
the canyon at Chinle, Ariz., is
why you should buy from them,
a foreman. ".
But there may be another
Although he is not one of the
reason also for the labels, and
CCC originals, Neboya began
that reason is the speed of
working with antiquity at the
change. Change is what everyage of 12 when he was hired
one is betting on, change that
out to dig for an archaeologiwill make the future better
cal study.
than the past. And each change
:This year, for the first
a Navajo on his way to a col- -must be identified.
•
Change has speeded up. In
lege education is working for
the late 1930s and early 1940s
the unit as an assistant aryou could have played a softchaeologist. .He is Frank
Dineyazhe, an undergraduate
ball game on the floor of the
at Northern Arizona UniversiNew York Stock Exchange if
ty, Flagstaff. His job is with
you didn't make so much noise
the crew working on the preas to rouse those who wished to
historic Antelope House in
rest instead.
'Canyon de Chelley.
Now a broker can't take his

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LIDGES at TIMIS FDA
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Death reported are Mrs. Louise Spann Dodds, age
78, Wanda Joyce Farris, twenty months old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keys Farris, Wallace
Hodge age 41, R. W. Shelton, age 81, and E. R.(Rip)
Brandon, age 73.
Calloway County's 100 year old jail, one of the
oldest landmarks in Murray, has served its
usefulness and is being torn down. A new jail will be,
made on the third floor of the court house.
Rev. L. D. Wilson, Murray, moderator, will
preside at the 73rd annual meeting of the Blood
River Baptist Association to be held October 21 and
22 at the First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton,
Owen Billington will serve as Calloway County
Superintendent of Schools while Supt. Prentice L.
Lassiter is serving with the U. S. Army.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and...Mrs.
Charles S. Robertson on October 3 and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gardie Turner on October 11.
Miss Elizabeth Parker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Parker, and Dewett Brown, son of Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Brown, wete married on October 11.

Bible Thoughtfor TodayIn the beginning God created the-heaven and the
earth.--Genesis 1:1.
The first four words above contain the secret of

success in any

project we undertake.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

There are two kinds of fat
people---those whose fat goes under the belt and
those whose fat goes under the hat. Only the latigf
are incurable and that is because they cannolf gffl
their overweight in the mirror.
"Fat heads, lean brains."
—Italian,Proverb

uswpc

Navajos prop up
700-year-old ruins
manly interested are in the
Southwest, personnel of the
ruins stabilization unit rarely
leave that area. An exception
occurred last year.
A crew under Don Morris,
now at Antelope House,
worked to repair the charcoal
tins in the Wildrose District
of Death Valley National
Monument in California. The
kilns were first built to support mining and smelting operations of the Panamint late
in the 19th Century.
The first ruins stabilization
work was in 1889 when Congress authorized the repair of
the Casa Grande ruins in
Arizona. The great house is
the centerpiece of what, in
prehistory, was the headquar„Jen of a civilization far ad- oanced In irrigation-and agri- culture. Casa Grande is now a
national monument.
Since then, Congress has
enacted laws ranging from
the Antiquities Act of 1906 to
the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 under which
the unit does its work.
Men of the unit do not make
decisions on what to treat.
Congress, the president or the
National Park Service says of
a site,''This is worth saving.”
It is sometimes the job of the
ruins stabilization commission to preserve it,

Stock Market Changed
From Old, Slower Pace
eyes off the tape without missing something. Phases that
once blended gracefully now
bump each other, flashing onto
the scene like slides projected
on a screen.
And so, the wild days of the
gunslingers is followed by the
mudslingers, who gloried in revealing the corruption of the
market place.
The 1960s not only were
memorable; they were unforgettable in the sense that
changes resulting from market
excesses in that decade led to
restrictions that every broker
in America must live with every day.
Performance, the label which
identified the derring-do, the
hip-shooting of the gunslingers—brokers, trusts, funds
that were concerned always
with showing the greatest gains
at any moment—has been replaced by restraint, by fundamentals, by the long-term view.
The quest for a quality market is a direct result of the failings of the gunslingers, most of
whom went broke and whose
embarrassment
was compounded by exposure of their
shenanigans in books and congressional testimony.
The most humiliating, mudin-your-eye evidence against
them was that no matter how
good they looked one year, the
odds against them repeating
their performance year after
year were of a kind a bookie
wouldn't touch.

Frances

FOR SIJNI

Look in the section in I
-your birthday comes and
what your outlook is, acco
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some influences are Fri
others less so. The latte
lead you into careless
and action if you are
guard. Give thought to
experience.
TAURUS
S
(Apr. 21 to May 211
Artistry, featuring
unusual that has intrinsic
and everyday common
stand out as winners
Others can benefit b
exceptional krisw-how.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
An elegant day in part
during some momen
then, Geminians know
benefit by advantag
hurdle the obstacles —
a fascinating way.
CANCER
June 22 to July 231
Seek relief from s
endeavor. You can d
senses and enthus
press too hard. That o
medium" offers t
solution.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 231
What is expedient
the best for all conce
careful of the route
Take nothing for gr
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You can make
progress in many
Get your mind cli
and in tune with piLIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
You may be faced
complex' situations,
stability and willi
persevere against od
only see you throu
crease your prestige
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Dealings with o
disappoint in part
keep a sure-footed,
Do not be. overly
don't blow minute si
of proportion.
SAGITTARIUS
( Not 23 to Dec. 21
Aspects indica
vantages, otut yo
overlook some be
very -newness.
open — and with
future.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan.
Don't be sat
mediocrity. Only
do. Demonstrate
get facts fully
knowingly upon
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb.
Good Uranus
a new approac
problems, con
gains made in
looking now —
returns.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar.
Stars contin
financial matt
negotiations sh
successfully and
matter along th
be concluded -

deluxe models and recessed
door handles add to the simple
elegance of the design.

There was a time when the
automakers tried to outdo each
other virtually every year with
new models, wild styling
themes and seemingly limitless
lists of optional equipment.
,s Then down the pike came
safety and emission requirements and the industry settled
back and began concentrating
on improving models rather
than changing them.
The big news this year, of
Course, is bumpers. All new
cars must be able to withstand
a frontal impact of 5 miles an
how and a 2.5 m.p.h. bump
from behind.
But while the engineers were
hard at work, so were the
stylists, and the 1973 lineup
brings with it some noticeable
changes.
One of the most prominent
styling differences this year —
and probably the vogue of the
future — comes from General
Motors and its totally redesigned mid-sized models, the
Chevrolet Chevelle, Pontiac Le
Mans and Oldsmobile Cutlass.
For the first time, GM has
done away with its hardtop
configuration. The reason is as
you might have guessed:
safety.
The hardtop design has never
been considered a particularly
safe one. Safer than a converti-

11

Q. A few months ago I purchased a three-year-old car
from a local dealer. The speedometer only read 28,000 miles
and I paid a premium price for
the car because of the low mileage. Now I discover that the engine- burns one quart of oil
every 500 miles. Also the front
end shakes badly.
I took the car to an alignment
shop and they told me the front
end was shot and laughed when
I told them the ear's mileage.
They said it looked like the car
had more like 100,1)00 miles on
it. The dealer claims the mileage is correct "as far as he
knows." How can I find the
truth? — B. J., Texas
A. It certainly isn't normal
for a car with so few miles to
burn so much oil. And a front
end certainly shouldn't be worn
out either. I'd have a speedometer shop check out your
dash assembly and odometer
unit for signs of tampering. If it
looks like someone's been fooling around back there, I'd head
for the district attorney's office. As for the alignment, it
could be that the shop just
wanted to do the work whether
you needed it or not.

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Planetary influences now
stimulate your talents and your
desire to achieve. Also, your
intuition and practiced skill can
help you to evaluate — and
solve — problems more easily.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) lr-$
There are tendencies now
toward impulsiveness and
unnecessary bickering. Don't
YOU yield to such inclinations.
Control emotionalism. Make
thoughtful decisions.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Do not dash headlong into this
day no matter how much is
expected of you or how much
you wish to accomplish. There
are "gray" areas to study well.
CANCER
..(June 22 to July 231 EDO
A few- barren moments or
spots need not cause dismay.
Don't let impulse dictate action
when a thorough review of data
and systems could provide the
ble, sure, but not nearly as solid
answer.
as a sedan. And with tougher
LEO
safety criteria down the road, it
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
H you hate a question about
is conceded that hardtops will
The old saying, "keep your
not be able to measure up in your car, recreational vehicle
eye on the ball" should apply to roll-over testing.
or motorcycle,send it to Motorall endeavors now. A tendency
GM's exercise with its mid- ways, Copley News Service, in
toward aggressiveness could size models comes off excep- care of this newspaper.
lead to trouble if you are not tionally well. The end result is a
careful.
body that is as pleasing to look IScoraiting idea
NEW YORK Will—Shade
VIRGO
at as a hardtop, yet as struccloth vertical blinds that run
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
turally solid as a sedan.
from wall to wall work equally
Decisions made now will have
In the two-door models — GM
great bearing on the outcome of has two distinct wheelbases for well for the old-fashioned
window
and the eonplans for the future. Be careful, its intermediates — the thin temporarywall
one, say interior
judicious but not anxious!
vertical pillars crop up at the designers.
LIBRA
For the old-fashioned wall,
rear edge of the doors.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
When the window is rolled they will camouflage the fact
Fine Venus influences now down and the door opened, that the windows are dated or
stimulate your creative abilities there is no ugly frame to con- off center; hide poor pliiitter.
and bring special accent to tend with. To the rear of the pil- arid even take the window air
conditioner in decorative stride.
romance. If heart-free at the lars, GM has fitted pie wedge- Since
the vanes rotate 180
moment, you may not be for shaped glass panels. The result degrees. they do not interfere
long.
is a cockpit with extremely with air flow from out of doors.
SCORPIO
.
good visibility all around, the air conditioner of the
'
r something of an exception by
(Oct. 24 to Nciv. 72) Illeet
_
You may gain a little here, today's styling standards.
grades
Pooh-poohs
lose a little there, but the
With its new four-door deAN
ARBOR tUPII—
overall picture is one of ad- sign, GM has come its closest Grades offer few benefits to
vancement. A strong Mars day ever to that crisp, clean unclut- either teacher or student. So
stimulates ingenuity, alert tered styling that has become a says Stanford C. Ericksen,
European trademark. Long director of the University of
moves, quick thinking.
and lean, the vertical pillars Michigan Center for Research
SAGITTARIUS
are — as in the coupei— not on Learning and Teaching.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
He believes the major
part of the door design. The
function of grades is to provide
Present aspects suggest keen frameless doors
are quite wide, information to prospective
observance of conditions and affording
easy access and employers, graduate schools,
situations before embarking on egress. The
roof drip rails fol- and other sources complete!)
new ventures; in everyday low the window
contours, so the removed from the classroom.
matters, too. Be sure just where pillars
themselves give the In a report. he challenged both
you stand.
visual effect of actually being the ‘alidity of grades as accurate
CAPRICORN
indicators
of
part of the roof.
achievement and the school's
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Arched wheel wells, ringed
right to furnish them to outside
New trends must be carefully with thin bright trim
in the
rreS•
evaluated, appraised if you are
to avert possible slip-ups.
221'ir" ProR Info 753 3314
Whatever you must do, do well,
even if you do not consider it
thru
your "top" assignment,
TUE.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
10/24
Adventure seems your
a screwball comedy
destiny now — especially if you
"WRP5
remember(hem?
be
happen to
traveling. If not,
UP
you may, quite unexpectedly,
get an opportunity to make a
most enjoyable trip soon.
PISCES
b..
"•...slitle.11N s •ni
04.N
••
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your innate intuitiveness,
plus practical skill, can help you
solve knotty problems more
'THE SEDUCTION OF INGA" X
Over 18 Only
easily now; also help to further
your advancement. Keep mind
open to new ideas.

`r

Publishing a newspaper has become an extremely
costly business.
Costs of labor, administration, services, supplies
and distribution have escalated like everything else.

Your Individual

GM redesigns
mid-size models
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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YOU BORN TODAY are a
very competent person, original
in your ideas and uniquely
competent in carrying them
out. Your mind is keenly logical
and analytical, and you often
become impatient and critical
when those of lesser mental
ability fail to follow your
reasoning. Try to curb this trait
since, being extremely sensitive
yourself, you should appreciate
how criticism hurts others. You
could succeed in almost any
field of your choosing, but could
especially excel in music,
fashion designing, science,
research or writing —
especially for the theater.
Birthdate of: Eugene O'Neill,
playwright; David Ben Gurion,
first Prime Minister of Israel;
Angela Lansbury, actress.
State and local governments'
in the United State?'administer
46.197 public agencies dealing
with crime, criminals or the
administration of criminal justice.
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Girl Scout Troop
Formed Into Four
Patrols At Meet

.•

Murray Junior Girl Scout
Troop 196 met Monday, October
Look in the section in which
YOU BORN TODAY are 9,from 3:15 to 4:45 o'clock in the
.your birthday comes and find endowed with lofty ambitions,
afternoon at the Murray Middle
what your outlook is, according unusual practicality and efSchool.
••
to the stars.
ficiency and a fine gift of logic.
Four patrols were for/tied
You are devoted to home and
ARIES
s
Purple Pan$ Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) cr
family, but are not always who are Peppy
Flower
Grannies,
Groovy
thers,
Some influences are friendly, demonstrative in your afothers less so. The latter can fections. This sometimes hurts, Power, and Shooting Stars..rs.
The members of the patrols
lead you into careless thinking so try to let loved ones know
and action if you are not on that you care. Your versatility are as follows:
Peppy Purple Panthers—
guard. Give thought to past is outstanding and the fields
from which you could choose a Jennie Smith,Susan Nall, Mary
experience.
By Abigail Van Buren
successful career are almost Lindsey, Tracey Brown, Cindy
TAURUS
tS
t Apr. 21 to May 211
limitless. In the art world, you Hurt, and Julie Billington.
DEAR ABBY. After 12 years of a more or less happy
Artistry, featuring
Groovy Grannies—Karen
he could shine as writer, poet,
marriage—mostly less—my husband ran off with our cook.
unusual that has intrinsic value, playwright, designer
or Brandon, Liz Hendon, Stacey
I miss her terribly and cannot seem to replace her
and everyday common sense musician; in the professions, Fulton, Denise Dycus McGhee,
With your vast knowledge and experience in matters of
law,
stand out as winners here. choose
diplomacy, Michelle McGhee, and Lillian
this kind, will you please advise me how to get her back,
Others can benefit by your statesmanship or medicine. If Sykes.
leaving my husband where he is?
business appeals, banking and
exceptional knaw-how.
Flower Power—Robyn
Don't tell me to have somebody bump him off because I
real estate are your best bets. Burke, Kay
GEMINI
Adams, Susan
don't have that kind of money.
Birthdate of: Paul Reynaud,
I May 22 to June 21)
Stripling, Kimberly Owens,
FAY IN DAGUSCAHONDA, PA.
An elegant day in part, taxing Fr statesman; Virgil, Roman Vicky
Alongi, and Robyn Ray.
Officers of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club are front row, left to right, Mrs.
during some moments. But poet: Oscar Wilde, poet,
DEAR FAY: Place an ad In the classified section of
Shooting Stars—Dana John J. Livesay, chairman, and Mrs. L.W. Paschall, secretary, back row, Mrs. James E. Hamilton,
then, Geminians know how to dramatist, novelist; John L.
your local newspaper, and make her an offer she can't
English,
Mary
Morris,
Sally
first
Mrs.
vice-president,
treasurer,
Leonard
Kenton
Miller,
Vaughn,
vice-president,
Mrs.
second
benefit by advantages and Sullivan, pugilist.
refuse.
Grasty, Jennifer Ford, Tina and Mrs. Morrison Galloway, chaplain.
hurdle the obstacles — often in
Wice, Valerie King and Phyllis
a fascinating way.
Weres.
DEAR ABBY: Billy and I live next door to his parents,
CANCER
Mrs. Max Brandon is the
and that's my problem. You see, they own a couple acres
t June 22 th July 23) 60
leader for the troop and is
of land, and they are letting us park our trailer on it free.
Seek relief from strenuous
assisted by Mrs. William Smith.
In a way, it's helping us because Billy is going to college
endeavor. You can dull your
Mrs. Don Dycus, and Mrs. Earl
and we can't afford to live anywhere else.
senses and enthusiasm if you
Saturday, October 11
Billy's mother is constantly over here checking up on
The Dorothy Group of the
press too hard. That old "happy
Women's Society of Owens.
, The
Turkey shoot at Lynn Grove Baptist Women of the First
my housekeeping. I have absolutely NO privacy, Abby. She
medium- offers the best Murray State University
The Garden Department of
School, sponsored by the Lynn Church will meet with Mrs.
solution.
barges in constantly. Also, she keeps bringing cakes and
conducted y tour for the Senior
the Murray Woman's Club held
Grove PTA, will start at ten Lloyd Jacks at ten a.m.
LEO
cookies and pies here for Billy when she knows I've been
Citizens of the University
its regular meeting on Thura.m. Shells and refreshments
4cZ (Science Building and the Fine
trying to keep him on a diet. [He is 60 pounds overweight.)
(July 24 to Aug. 231
sday, October 5, at the club
will be on sale.
What is expedient may not be Arts Building
She keeps telling me I am starving him to death, but I'm
The Music Department of the
on September 26.
house. ,„
the best for all concerned, so be
not. Billy's will power isn't worth a bean.
Senior Citizens attending this
The Murray Vocational
Gordon Cemetery by Brooks Murray Woman's Club will
A workshop on -Flower
careful of the route you select.
He is gaining and I am losing. I went from 130 pounds
meet
at
the club house at 7:30
tour were Myrtle Overby, Clete Chapter
Distributive Chapel United Methodist
of
Arranging" was conducted by
Take nothing for granted.
to 106 in three months, and I'm 5 feet 7.
p.m.
with
Mesdames
Josiah
Lawrence,
Black,
Cecilia
Liza
Clubs
Education
of
America
Church will have a work day at
Mrs. Humphrey Key and Mrs.
VIRGO
Please help me before I lose my mind.
Darnall, Eugene Berrill, Harold
Spann, Ruth Nanney, Gladys held its initiation ceremony on 8:30 a.m.
Douglas. At the close of
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
NERVOUS WRECK Donald Brock, James Carlin,
. —
You can make unusual Young, Essie Blalock, Ruby Thursday, October 5, at sevenworkshop, members
Turkey shoot at Almo School M.G. Carman, Millard Carman, the
Ara
DEAR
Mcdtiistoe,
Harris,
WRECK:
Octa
thirty
evening
tower
o'clock
Tell
or
at
in
the
that
Jells you are mar.
progress in many areas now
displayed
their
arrangements
will start at 8:30 a.m, sponsored
lied to he bad better tell his mother,jo respect year privaGet your mind clicking early, Geurin, Iva Rogers, Rubena the Community Room of the by the Alino vrc. Shells and Donald Burke, and Charles completed during the work
cy. And if things deal improve. Insist oo parking your
and in tune with present trends. Dawes,Edna McReynolds, Floy Federal Savings and Loan refreshments will be on sale. Tolley as hostesses.
period:
,
trailer somewhere else. la your present setup. your marCaldwell; Lottie Jones, Jettie Association. '
LIBRA
The devotion was given by
riage isn't worth a bean.
Smith, Artis Fuqua, Nola
Attending were Roderick
$ Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Auction sale of all kinds of
Mrs. L.E.' McSwain before
Wednesday, October 18
Olive Hagen, Sara Reed,
You may be faced with some Lewis,
Sandy items will be held at ten a.m. at
president;
dessert -was served by the
The Executive Board of the hostesses
complex situations, but your Sanderson, Hildred Sharpe, Johnson, vice-president; Paula the Murray Woman's Club
DEAR_ ABBY: Three months ago I lost a beautiful 21Who were Mrs. Melvin
Kirksey
PTA
will
meet at the Cayce, Mrs. A.M. Alexander,
stability and willingness to Thyra Crawford, and Verona Jones, secretary; Robert House, 700 Vine Street, sponyear-old daughter in a car accident She was driving alone
persevere against odds will not Grogan, director.
and the driver of the other car ran a red light and struck
Trenholm, treasurer; Marsha sored by the Garden Depart- home of Mrs. Joe Thornton at and Mrs. Joe L. Green.
only see you through, but in1:30 p.m
her car, killing her instantly. There were many witnesses,
The Senior Citizens would like Hendon, reporter; Steve Ladd, ment of the club.
Mrs. John J. Livesay,
crease your prestige.
who
all agreed on what happened. The man who hit her is
donations of old picture frames parliamentarian; Paula Cook,
chairman,
presided at the
The Baptist Women of Elm
SCORPIO
quite well off.
and 'spools of colored sewing Melia Lancaster, Van StubChapter M of the P.E.O.
business
meeting.
s
,
New
Church
a
Grove
will
have
1 Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MAC thread to be used in making blefield, Jimmy Gingles, Paula Sisterhood will have its lunI can be in a grocery store or anywhere in public and
mission study at the church at members welcomed for the first
Dealings with others may
people
I hardly know will come up to me and ask, "What
articles for the December Poyner, Larry Lovett, Debbie cheon and program at 12 noon at
time
were Mrs. Richard Cot7:30 p.m.
disappoint in part, but YOU
did you get out of your daughter's accident?"
Bazaar.
Nance, Sandra Scott, Ava the home of Mrs. Henry
trell
and
Mrs.
Waylon
Rayburn.
keep a sure-footed, even tempo.
I reply,"The loss of a daughter."
Colson, Charlotte Mathis, McKenzie.
Mrs. Humphrey Key was'
The United Methodist Women
Do not be. overly skeptical and
This may be considered a rude answer, but I don't
Denise Morrison, Lamar
selected as a delegate to the.
don't blow minute situations out
think it's anybody's business If you agree with me, please
Calvary Temple, Pentecostal Of the Coles Camp Ground
Harrell, Jennifer Tabers,
of proportion.
Church will meet at the home of Audubon District meeting at
print this in your column. Maybe they will see it and
Chestnut
and
God,
Church
of
Daniel
Weatherbee,
Tom
Smith,
Owensboro
on
October
12.
The
SAGITTARRIS
realize how cruel and heartless they are.
Cherry Streets, will have a Mrs. Austelle Crouse at 7:30 them
and
Anna
Redmon.
this year is "Preservation
Noc 23 to Dec. 21) XleitiV.
BROKENHEARTED MOThER
The purpose of this meeting rununage sale and flea market
of Foliage and Wayside
Aspects indicate new adchurch
lot
of
the
parking
in
the
was to welcome the new.
vantages, "tut you may well
Flowers."
DEAR
MOTHER:
Yours
was not a rude answer. I think
The Wadesboro Homemakers
starting at nine a.m.
members into DECA.
The Nature's Palette Garden
overlook some because of their
k was very Coaching, and more than they deserved.
Club will meet at the home of 'Final landscaping plans for
very -newness. So keep eyes Club held its regular meeting on
Mrs. Jim Washer at one p.m. the club house were presented
open — and with a view to the Wednesday, October 4, at oneMonday,- October 16
by Mrs. Lenvell Yates. The
DEAR ABBY. What do you think of my fiance's
future.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon at
Trophy potluck dinner for
The general meeting of the plans include a wide variety of
mother? I have been engaged to her son for two years,
CAPRICORN
the Community Center on Ellis
lady golfers at the Murray- Baptist Women of the First broadleaf
and
needle
and she still refuses to meet me because she is being
1 Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Drive.
Calloway County Country Club Church will be held at the evergreens, deciduous trees,
"loyal" to his ex-wife Thanks for your opinion.
Don't be satisfied with
by bartara weber
Mrs. 011ie Brown presented
will be held at 6:30 p.m. All chuitti at 6:30 p.m. following ) and flowering shrubs. Beds are
LOU IN LONG BEACH
mediocrity. Only your best will the lesson on "Making Dried
ladies of the club are invited. the weekly fellowship supper. also-in-Jac-41W will featurefashion and beauty director
Demonstrate
ability
to Flowers." Each member
your
DEAR EAT: -Much would depend upon NIS& facia
du.
holiday magic, inc. 4P
bulbs and perienniels. Other
get facts fully and to act brought
which are unknown to me. Did you ill any way contribute
miniature
a
Testing for sickle cell anemia
seasonal colors will be provided
Ladies
bridge
will
be
played
knowingly upon them.
Are You Sexy or Stumpy?
to her son's divorce? If not, his mother is grossly unfair,
will be held at the Student
arrangement judged by Mrs.
at the Oaks Country Club at 9:15 by the foliage and fruit of the
Ever since man started
AQUARIUS
and you should consider yourself lucky you don't have to
Brown.
Health
Center,
MSU,
from
five
plantings.
standing on his own two feet
a.m. with Freda Butterworth
1 Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
spend any time with her.
Plans were made for an all
instead of four he has been
to seven p.m., sponsored by the 753-1293 as hostess
An
auction
is
planned
for
to
be
Good Uranus influences favor
prone to curve a bit too much
day meeting in November to
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, followed with a potluck lun- Saturday, October 14, at the
a new approach to difficult
one way or the other. Due to
Probileam? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write Is
continue
of
dried
the
use
our evolution, the back is one Zeta Zeta Chapter.
cheon with Mrs. Butterworth club house with the proceeds to--4problems, consolidation of
ABBY, BOX MTN, J L. CALIF. INS and manse •
of the weakest .parts of the
and Mrs. Ginny Hopkins as be used to help finance the
gains made in the past. Start flowers.
stamped. addressed envelope.
body. However, it can be
Refreshments were serbed to
landscaping of the club house. looking now — for improved
The Golden Circle Class of the hostesses.
strengthened and straightMesdames
Brown,
•
Illa
011ie
ened by exercise. You'll look
returns.
Memorial Baptist Church will
For Abby's now booklet. "What lhes-Agers Want to
Douglass, Humphrey Key, R.Q.
taller, thinner, more graceful meet
PISCES
at the home of Mrs. Billy
Know," seed $1 ha Abby, Box I/755, Lis Ample:, Cal. 11400.
and
sexy
just by improving
Knight, Kenton Miller, Burman
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mayfield at seven p.m.
posture. According to many
Stars continue to favor Parker, and Charlie Stub- doctors, women in particular
have to make
financial matters. Business blefield
The Penny Homemakers Club
an extra efnegotiations should work out
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
because.
fort
successfully and a long-pending
The Senior Citizens of the
collars
Shirts with Peter Pan
the structure
ten a.m. with Mrs. Paul Butmatter along these lines should 'are great. The crazier the color
Douglass Community met at the
of their pelterworth as hostess.
vic area puts
the better.
be concluded satisfactorily.
Center on North Second Street
more stress
The United Methodist Women on Wednesday, September 27.
on their back
American Legion Post 73 and
A film, "I Had A Dream,"
muscles.
Auxiliary will meet at the of Goshen Church met at the
To firm
Legion Hall at 7:30 p.m. church on Tuesday evening, was shown at the meeting. The
your back, lie
on your
Members note change in date. October 3, for their regular film was about Dr. Martin
stomach, hands clasped bemonthly meeting with the Luther King.
—estnut Street
hind small of back. Raise
Attending the meeting were
hymn being "Sweet
opening
The
Murray
Unit
of
the
legs
as
and
•
head, upper chest
ireamiai
Ardee Riley, Havana Rutledge, •
National Hairdressers and Hour of Prayer."
high as you can. Hold for
Abilene
Skinner,
three to six seconds, low- 'Cosmetologists Association will
Versie
The devotion, "Thoughts On Stubblefield,
er slowly. Relax. Repeat. have a potluck supper at the
J.D. King, Gladys •
Breathing: exhale as you
for your Drug, Prescription
Prayer" by Peter Marshall, Jarrett,
and, Verona' Grogan,
home of Freda
Steely was given by Mrs. Groover
raise. Relax your back by sit•
and Sundry Needs
ting up straight on end of
Kingswood Subdivision, at Parker. Mrs. 011is Beach gave director.
•
- ESTABLISHED 1874 •
bench or chair, hands seven p.m.
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
•
an interesting program also
dropped loosely in front of
•
Keep countertops clean. •
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
you. Now "shrug" Shoulders
entitled "Prayer."
Tuesday, October 17
Wash frequently with soap and •
up and roll them around to
B.
Mrs.
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John
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753-8611
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Doores.
Mrs. Marlene Beach and Mrs.
straight
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to
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.
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Only
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at 1:00
* Good Monday,Tuesday 8 Wednesday, Oct. 16, 17, 18
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Mildred Adams expressed their
cle the elbows forwaTa up,
Circle I of the United appreciation for flowers, cards,•
back and down. Do five circles forward, five circles backMethodist Church of the First and visits during their recent
All Seats 75'
2-Piece - Mons or Lodios
ward, to a total oCfifty. Now
Church will meet at the social illnesses.
Singles
beauty
relax
bath
take
and
a
.
s tior kot torrsget
tr,
hall of the church at two pin.
as you moisturize from tip to
The ladies voted to contribute
the wonderful
toe!
salads and desserts to the
The
Faith Doran Circle of the United Campus Ministry for
0r
musical
United Methodist Church of the their Welcoming New students
Disturbing
f"$ 1 89
adventure ...
First Church will meet at the Dinner on October 11.
14. 6)1
"ch"
NEW YORK itisTPDisturbing behavior may be an
home of Mrs. Christine Rhodes,
WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICES HERE *
)ndication of mental or 512 South 6th Street, at two p.m.
At the close of the meeting the
Mal rook
Sam PIO *WOW
emotional illness. This is acgroup gathered around,the altar
'
cording to the NAME!
The United Methodist Women and presented their thanks
Reporter, official publication of
the National Association for of the Russell's Chapel Church offering. Following the thanks
will meet at the church at 1:30 dedication the group adjourned
Mental Health. *
Troublesome persons may be
p.m
to the Fellowship Hall were
persons in trouble and the
refreshments of cake and hot
article suggests sympathetic
Murray Assembly No. 19 spiced cider were served to the
understanding rather than
colorsome
!
criticism and antagonism when Order of the Rainbor for Girls nineteen members and five
East Vle of Square
will meet at the Masonic Hall at children present by Mrs. Hasten
Down Town
dealing with people who hs.ye
Jot Col':
.seven p.m.
Wright and Mrs. Ivan Outland.
such mental problems.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
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Boston C
For 112-

Fishing Trip Nets Large Haul
By Jerry Allen
"Burr! 'It's sure cold this
morning," said Jim King as he
stepped into the jon boat.
"Let's fish this bank here
beside Cypress Dock before we
go over to Lost Creek." I picked
up a good size fish here last
week," I added with enthusiasm.
Just about then Jim threw his
hellbender beside a large un-

derwater stump. "There ought
to be a bass there", he said.
"Watch me drag him out with
my Mann's Jelly Worm", I said
jestingly.
Just then is when it happened.
"Tap-tap," I felt him, lowered
my rod and set er home.
"Man this is a good one," I
hollered. -Get the net".
The big bass bored for the
bottom, but then headed to the
surface. He burst clean, big

Fox Hunt Trial To
Be Held This Month
The Kentucky State Fox
Hunters Association's 61st
annual field trial and bench
show will be held October 16
through 19. near Harrodsburg.
The
Mercer
County
Fairgrounds will provide
facilities for stabling horses,
dog kennels and the bench
show. Nationally prominent
hound man Gene Beaver of
Concord. North Carolina, will
judge the bench show to he held
at 8 p.m.. October. 16 in the
Foxhound
-, Master of Hotinth lionsioilTilson, Lexington, will be in
charge of the twenty-me
mounted field judges who score
hounds on their ability to hunt
and run- foxes. All-age and
Derby hounds will be cast
together at daybreak on October 17, 18 and 19 but they will
be scored separately. The three
casts will be held at Pleasant

Hill, Salvisa and Kirkwood. An
entry. of 300 to 400 hounds is
expected and about 100 horseback riders in the field will
follow the running.
The banquet and membership
meeting for the Kentucky State
Fox Hunters will be October 17
and in the Harrodsburg High
School Auditoriwn. An informal
horse show for members who
have ndden their horses in the
neid trials will be held October
111 at the Mercer County
Fan.ftrotinas."
Stone'Manor Restaurant in
Harrodsburg
will
be
headquarters for the hunt and
posting site for daily score
sheets. Local chairman of the
event is
- Gilbert Smith,
Salvisa: James Richardson,
Owingsville, is president of the
Kentucky State Fox Hunters
Association.

New Archery Range
Installed At lake
Bow hunters and other archers can now "sharpen their
eye" at the new field archery
range in TVA's Land Between
the Lakes. The 14 target range,
which opened October 1, is
located just off U.S. Highway 68
one mile east of the Golden
Pond headquarters.
The challenging course
stretches along brush covered
fields and a rugged wooded
.hillside with target distances
ranging from 10 to 80 yardi in
length. In addition to the 14
target field range there are
three practice targets located
near the entrance to the field
course. Picnic tables and
.parking facilities are also
:available at the range.

The field archery range will
be open from sunrise to sunset.
All users must have an annual
Land Between the Lakes permit
which can be obtained at no
charge at the information office
in Golden Pond. Those 14 years
of age and under must be ac'Compan ied by an adult.
Broadheads and firearms are
prohibited.
Additional
regulations are posed on the
bulletin board nnear the entrance to the range.
The range will also be
available to archery and
hunting clubs and other
organizations for tournaments
and other special events. For
arrangements contact the
Golden Pond information office.

Ballard Hunters To
Observe New Ruling
Ballard County waterfowl Fish and Wildlife has been
hunters who shoot on private approached by the technical
lands or on commercial committee of the Mississippi
preserves must now observe the Flyway Council to reduce the
same 3-hunters-to-a-pit rule Kentucky daily limit from two
that's in effect on the Ballard geese to one; but the DepartCounty Wildlife Management ment is awaiting further
banding
and
research
Area.
This rule, which applies only operations on the Tennessee
to Ballard County, was adopted Valley flock before it takes any
by the Fish and Wildlife action.
Commission to promote hunter
safety and prevent overshooting of the Mississippi
; Valley Canada goose flock.
Canada
geese
of theMississippi Flyway originate in
1. Always keep broadheads
:Ontario and are hunted in every covered in the field or at camp.
state along their north-south Bow quivers should be hooded,
route. The US. Bureau of Sport not only to protect the hunting
Fisheries
Wildlife heads but to eliminateLthe
and
• establishes goose quotas for possibility of a nasty accident.
• - some states alon& the
2. When hunting in rainy
Mississippi Flyway,and*hen a weather, tie a small plastic bag
- state reaches its quota the goose around your feathers with
. season closes.
string or a rubber band. This
At the present time Kentucky keeps them from becoming
-is not under the quota system matted, which- affects flight
:and state waterfowl biologists characteristics. A quick tug will
consider two geese . per day a pull the bag loose when you
safe harvest. But Tennessee„ need to shoot.
also not under federal quotas,
3. Soiled and matted fletching
has restricted its goose hunters can be restored by the same
to one bird per day because of method fly. fisheriiien use to
depletions in the Tennessee rejuvenate hackles on dry flies..
Valley goose flock which is Simm ply hold the feathers over a
hunted there.
spoof of steam from a pt for a
. Geese - frown ifie----tennessee Tew seefind.S.: Valley flock are reportedly
4. Arrows rubbed with wax or
:using feeding areas on Ken- -paraffin penetrate more easily
:lucky Cake and Lake Barkley, when you are hunting-, and they
• according to biologists of the also pull out more easily iron'
Mississippi Flyway Council's hales of hay
or other targets and
technical committee. But at the backstops when you practice.
•••,;- present time there is no tag data
When attaching sights,
7 to support the theory.
never put-screws into the bow
- Officials for Fish and Wildlife where
it bends. Use a strong
, note that if overshooting of the tape, such
as packing tape. It
:Mississippi Valley flock occurs will do the
job just as well and
the limit will, be cut back in leave no ugly scars if you
decide
• Kentucky The Department of 'to remove the sight.

gills flaring, and shaking his
oversize head.
"Get him on this pass Jim," I
said pleadingly.
Ole fast net Jim scooped him
up as I swung him into the net.
"Nice bass" says Jim, "He'll
go 4 or 4'2 pounds at least."
"Yes, let's get some more to
go with hirn", I addrd. At that
we strung him up and began
looking for another, just as big.
"Pitch beside that ole rock
Jim," I whispered. But Jim
was thinking ahead of me and
had alreay flung his hellbender
to the rock; no luck. So Jim
threw his blue jelly worm on his
other rod and "WHAM" the
bass took it just as it hit the
water. Jim wasted no time
getting the bass to the boat and
after adding him to the stringer
we eased on around the point to

try some more„stiiinps. l'hese Little Georges to the rocky point
stumps weren't ' quite as and began a slow, jerky
productive, so we decided to retrieve, and then
"whamtake up and head to Lost Creek. Wham"—we both had small
As we eased into the mouth of bass on.
-Hey, our lines are getting
Lost Creek Bay we both were
shrivering in our skins, the long tangled," yelled Jim. "Let's
ride in the cool brisk morning just hog em' into the boat." We
air had sent its bone chilling lifted the bass into the boat with
tingle down our spines and both rods tangled and were
made our teeth chatter. But we surprised that we had landed
were determined to get ole Mr. both, especially since they'd
Bass this morning or at least gotten so tangled together.
-Well, let's fish those stumps
rouse him for his sleep.
"Let's fish this point in in the head of the bay," said
Jim. as we eased on with the
shallow water," said Jun.
"I got a oice one here the trolling motor.
other day."
"Man these big seats of yours
•'Hey!" Look there!" I yelled. sure are comfortable," said
-There's some • bass busting Jim.
minnows in there, lets throw a
I laughed, "Yes, I've got the
little george spinner at them." I only 50-dollar boat with 100said.
dollar seats in Calloway County.
Swish, swish, we threw our But it serves an all around

purpose as a duck boat in winter
and a fishing boat in summer."
I said. "Besides," said," I'm
only an average fisherman why
should I have a better than
average boat?"
"Well, they shore are comfortable anyway," said Jim.
About that time I had another
strike but missed him.
"Let's try a spinnerbait with
a black mann's worm on it,"
said Jim.
"Ok," let's", I replied. We
rigged up and before too long
had picked up another bass,
when Jim said, "I've got to get
home. I've got a class at 9:30."
So we raised the trolling
motor and cranked up the 35
h.p, Mere. and headed back to
Cypress Bay with the wind to
oor face and some nice bass on
thi stringer.
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Our New Gun Department

By THE ASSOCIATED I]
The Boston Celtics ha
ways been contenders i
National Basketball A
ation. Coach Tommy He)
says this year is no diffei
The Celtics beat Los Al
112-104 in Boston Friday
doing it the typical Celti
with John Havlicek sco
points and with team def
Part of that„. defens
holding the Lakers' hig
ing guard Jerry West
four poiffts for three q
Of coursie, West broke I
the final period to s
points but by then it
late for the Lakers.
"John Havlicek did a
job on West,” said Hein
Boston used a seve
scoring burst in the
quarter to beat the Lak
scoring them 25-10. Do
scored 10 of those po
Havlicek eight.
Dave Cowens tallied
for Boston as well as
24 rebounds. West
kers with 21 while Ha
ston and Jim McMill
had 20.
In other NBA gam
more whipped Allan
Detroit topped Chica

Is Now Open!

High
Week

All Makes of Guns
V% ELL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Cypress Bay
Resort
Jack Jones-owner

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn.,

Phone 901-247-3315

us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!

Visit

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVICE-JIM KING

Modern
Cottages

Pontoon Boats
House Boat Rentals

itain MAUR tkill#

CHRYSLER
ms too&&no

MOTORS
4th

POnAR

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
uturOTR ANSPORTATION
CENTER"
Mora 711.1-137/

HUTSON CHEMICAL
O.
"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
IILMAJO
h R BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933

rfilizer
Four Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Al's Tips

MOGO OIL
One Mile North of Murray On The Benton
Hwy.

WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIR OF
VOLKSWAGENS
Diesel Repairman On Duty Every Day
You Tear 'Em Up and We'll Fix 'Ern!
Cheaper Than Anybody Else!
Phone 753-9064

PAUL'S TAXIDERMY
SPECIALIZING IN BASS
Rt. 6, Irwin Cobb Bd.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Phone 1502) 753-8073

--GOOD DAY FOR FISHING—Jim King and Jerry Allen congratulate each other on a fine morning of bass fishing.

Buying Used Gun Not So taii;Toitow
Ten Commandments For Buying Guns
By Jerry Allen
Generally speaking, every
gun is "used" by the time your
receive it. The chap who offers
that gun as ••new". insists that
it has never been fired is not
technically correct. Every
American rifle, pistol, revolver,
or shotgun of standard make,
has been fired, proof tested,
function tested, and sighted
before it leaves the factory.
What is generally classified
as a used gun is one which has
been fired by one of its original
owners. Few items made today
change hands as many times as
firearms. One would be safe to
claim that the average gun may
change hands a dozen times
before it is scrapped.
Many a hunter and target
shooter -depends on used
equipment. If you buy unwisely,
you may end up with an item
which may be dangerous. or
useless, or one needing costly
major repairs—some of which
cannot be obtained.
The wise shooter has ten
commandments for the addition
of a new gun to his growing
collection.

and labor are expensive—and if
parts are handmade by a
gunsmith, the price may be out
of sight.
(5) Do not - purchase a gun
"sight-unseen." Always inspect
carefully before you close the
deal.
(6) Do not buy a gun which

shows excessive wear or
"play". •
( 7) Do not buy a gun with a
barrel that is rough, rusted, or
pitted inside.
181 Do not buy a gun if the
outside shows signs of abuse.
Internal parts may be worse.
(9)Do not become a victim of

Paducah Bass Seminar

PADUCAH,
KY.—Bass like to pick new ideas of
knowfishermen of Kentucky, Ten- 114.4.
nessee, Missouri and Illinois are
Sign up for advance reserinvited to attend. the Bas-Tek- vations for only 140 seats
Neke Seminar, November 3rd available for the Friday Nite
and the Bassmen Bass School, Bas-Tek-Neke Seminar,
November 4th at the Ramada November 3rd and only 50
Inn, Paducah, Kentucky.
admitted to the Bassmen Bass
These events will be open to School, November 4th. Get
all fishermen interested in information and reservations
improving their bass fishing
techniques,
women
and
children especially welcome to
attend. It was only a few years
ago that a fisherman would
rather reveal secrets about his
private life than to allow -another angler to learn his
(I)Be certain that the private techniques for catching
Nearly 45-million boaters now
Manufacturer is still in business big bass. But those day's have
cruise our nation's waterways
if you plan to use the weapon. If departed. Now, the experts who in 9-million pleasure craft of all
he is not, don't buy it.
call themselves The Bassmen descriptions.
will tell and show how 90 per
Unlike automobile drivers,
12) Gera currently popular cent
of the bass are caught by boat operators are not required
model. Reapirs may not be
only 10 percent of the persons by law to obtain licenses, and
available on some discontinued
trying. •
therefore they are free to
types—and if they are, they will
' A. A. Toney, Paducah's well choose whether or not they will
be costly.
known bass catcher, has been -enroll:in a boating safety course
(3) Do not purchase a gun for named the general chairman to learn safety,
and the rules of
;in obsolete or rare cartridge for these events.and activities. the
road. In fact, only one out of
inless you are buying it as a "This is the greatest thing for every
five boat' operators has
collection piece.
bass fishing -that's ever oc- had any formal training. In
(4) Do not buy' a gun which currid in our ania....2_Toney said. 1971, this led to 1,582 deaths,
requires repairs. Factory' parts with the bass fisherman in nearly 5,000 reported accidents
mind, it's strictly finding the and more than $9
million in
bass, giving them what they property damage.
want, how they want it and then
Until now, many operators
landing them. I have reviewed haven't been able to receive
this
the color slides and listened to much needed boating
safety
If a gun is to be stored for a the conversation and.
found the training because they either
long period, a coating of gun contents
educational and en- didn't have the time to attend
grease will protect it better
tertaining." he said.
formal classes or such classes
than thin oil but will be a finny
tribe, especially the bass. were not available to them.
nuisance to remove later. Never The
seminar and school are
To allow boaters an opuse fuel oil or anything else that
designed for the beginning portunity to learn the basit
might possibly cause corrosion, angler
and others who would rules of the road, operation,

Gun Storage

"sales talk." Study your
proposed purchase and make
your decision on the basis of
your own examination-and
needs.
( 10) Do not buy a gun if the
seller will not permit you to try
it before you decide. There may
be a reason for his refusal.

By THE ASSOCIAT
It's been a week
Kentucky high sch
Dixie Heights too
victory from Ft.
lands Friday night,
time in 16 years.
The final score,
first loss of the se
Thomas. Highland
ranked number one
ciated Press ratin
in the AA division.
When Union
Owensboro Catholi
other Thursday
teams were on
County took a w
victory, and mo
driver's seat in
trict of the Class
gion.
Lexington Tat
feated Lexingto
- 22-20 in-a-cruelal
day night. The t
ence was a cony
which Tates Cr
converted. Tates
defeated in seve
Hopkinsville

from Campbell's Sporting
Goods, Inc., 125 N. 3rd and
Stacey's Dixieland Restaurant,
1300 Broadway or A. A. Toney,
927 N. 25th all in Paducah, Ky.
Every time a man goes
fishing he learns something new
about the sport-things--. he
shouldn't do, practices he
should follow and habits of the

Nearly 45 Million
Boaters, On Waters
navigation and safe boating
practices, the U.S. Coast Guard
has
designed
a
selfinstructional, 94-page booklet.
Although no home-study course
can replace formal boating
safety classes offered by such
organizations as the U.S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary, U.S. Power
Squadrons or Red Cross, it does
offer everyone a basic understanding of safe boat
operation and is a good review
for the more experienced
boater. The Coast Guard will
awared certificates to those
who successfully complete the
course:
Obtain your copy of the
"Skipper's Course" I Catalog
No. TD5:Sk 3, Stock No. 50120050) by sending one dollar to
cover the cost of printing along
with
your
request
to:,
Superintendent of Documents,
Government Pqnting Office,
Washington,.D.C. 20462: -
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Boston Celtics Outlast Lakers
For 112-104 Win In NBA Friday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRFSS
The Boston Celtics have always been contenders in the
National Basketball Association, Coach Tommy Heinsohn
says this year is no different.
The Celtics beat Los Angeles
112-104 in Boston Friday night,
doing it the typical Celtic way
with John Havlicek scoring 30
points and with team defense.
Part of that,defense was
holding the Lakers' high-scoring guard Jerry West to just
four poirits for three quarters.
Of course, West broke loose in
the final period to scare 17
points but by then it was too
late for the Lakers.
"John Havlicek did a helluva
job on West," said Heinsohn.
Boston used a seven-minute
scoring burst in the second
quarter to beat the takers, outscoring them 25-10. Don Nelson
scored 10 of those points and
Havlicek eight.
Dave Cowens tallied 26 points
for Boston as well as grabbing
24 rebounds. West led the 'Akers with 21 while Happy Hair.
ston and Jim McMillian each
had 20. ,
In other NBA games, Baltimore whipped Atlanta 115-98,
Detroit topped Chicago 100-91,

Buffalo trimmed Philadelphia104-101, Houston edged Cleveland
109-108, Milwaukee
thumped Phoenix 117-105 and
Seattle downed Portland 92-84.
In the American Basketball
Association, it was New York
114, Kentucky 96; Carolina 106,
Indiana 88; and Denver 109,
San Diego 100.
"Just a case of great defense," said Baltimore Coach
Gene Shue after his team had
held Atlanta under 100 points.
Stan Love and Phil Chenier
sparked the Bullets' attack.
Chenier got 24 points and Love
21 in just 18 minutes of playing
time. Atlanta's Pete Maravich
had 27 points and Lou Hudson
25.
Detroit ran off 10 straight
points late in the second period
to grab an eight-point halftime
lead over Chicago. The Bulls
pulled within four points four
times in the second half but the
Pistons held off the assault.
Bob Lanier scored 21 for Detroit while teammates Dave
Bing and Willie Norwood had 18
each. Bob Love led the Bulls
with 20 points.
Austin Carr hit 40 points for
Cleveland but Houston got a
balanced attack to win. Carr's

-career-high total included 10
points in the fourth period when
the Cavaliers comback fell just
short. Rudy Tomjanovich led
the Rockets with 21 points and
10 rebounds.
Buffalo hit eight points early
in the fourth quarter to break
an 86-86 tie and move away
from Philadelphia. Elmore
Smith scored two field goals,
and Bob ,Kauffman and John
Hummer One each for a 94-86
lead with 6:29 remaining. Fred
Hilton hit 22 points for the
Braves. Hummer and Abdul
Rahman had 18 each. Fred
Carter scored 28 points for the
76ers.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar poured
in 40 points for Milwaukee.
Charlie Scott was the high
scorer for Phoenix, which finished the game without coach
Bill van Breda Kolff, who was
automatically ejected from the
game after a second technical
foul in the third period.
Spencer Haywood scored 35
points, 15 in the final quarter,
as Seattle outdistanced Portland. He also scored 12 of the
Sonics final 20 points and
grabbed 16 rebounds. Sindy
Wicks hit 26 points for Portland
while Geoff Petrie had 22.

John Roche Leads
Nets Over Colonels

. Finley also said he had re- in game No. 3'Tuesday instead
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer ceived permission from Kuhn of southpaw Don Gullett. It was
an obvious ploy to take advan
CINCINNATI IAPI - The to fill Jackson's spot on the roswith. ,Allan Lewis, wht. tage of Jackson's missing left
ter
today
chance
Oakland A's got a
played most of the season with handed threat.
to prove that Sparky AnderGullett, a left-hander who„
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS fait) over Philadelphia 104-101, son's theory was wrong when Oakland's Birmingham farm
Rick Barry is gone, but John Baltimore over Atlanta 115-98, they opened the World Series club in the Southern League. pitched two of the playoff
Lewis, used mostly as a poach- games against the Pittsburgh
Roche has quickly taken over Houston over Cleveland 109-108, against the Cincinnati Reds.
the starring role of the high- Detroit over Chicago 100-91, The Cincinnati manager has runner, batted .200 in 24 games Pirates, was nominated to start,
the fourth game dn Wednesday.
scoring Rick for the New York Milwaukee over Phoenix 117-105 long insisted that his team with the A's.
Williams chose Jim "Catfish'!
Nets in the American Basket- and Seattle over Portland 92-84. faced tougher competition to
With Jackson out of the lineHunter, John "Blue Moon"
ball Association.
up,
Williams
went
a
viol,
with
A jumper by Billy Paultz put win the National League penOdom and Vida Blue to pitch
The 6-ftxtt-3 Roche scored 32 the Nets ahead for good at 11-9 nant than the A's did in win- tually untested center fielderGeorge Hendrick. Ironically. behind Holtzrnan.
points, including six straight in the first quarter and they ning the American flag.
The Series opened with the
alsc
absence
baskets. in the third period, to went on from there to crush the "I'ni not saying that Oakland Jackson's
two games at Cincinnati
first
lead the Nets in a 114-90 rout of Colonels. Dan Issel was high can't beat us," said -Anderson. prompted a change in Andertoday and Sunday. Monday is a
son's
plans.
•
the Kentucky Colonels in their for Kentucky with 24 points.
"But I'm saying that you can't
day for travel to Oakland. site
opening game of the new ABA The Cougars similarly pulled compare our league to theirs. The
Cincinnati manager of the third and fourth gameA
season Friday night.
away from the Pacers for their Our league is tougher from top changed his pitching rotation ,Tuesday and Wednesday and
"This game should convince second straight victory in the to bottom."
for the initial four games. An- the fifth gam. if necessary, on
the rest of the team that we new campaign. Led by Billy
Naturally, Oakland Manager derson will start left hander Thursday. If ixth and seventh
can put it together without Bar- Cunningham, who scored 25 Dick Williams doesn't
agree Ross Grimsley in the second games are 4eed2d, they'll be
ry," commented Roche. Barry points, the Cougars at times led with the assessment.
game Sunday and then go with played in Ci innati next Saturnow is with Golden State in the by 20 points. George McGinnis
right-bander Jack Billingham day and Sunday.
••1 don't know," said Wilrival National Basketball Asso- topped Indiana with 32 points.
-I've
pretty
liams,
some
seen
ciation.
The Conquistadors cut a 16Carolina beat the Indiana point deli& to one point at 98- bad National League teams on
Pacers, the defending league 97 before Ralph Simpson and television this season."
champions, 106-88 and Denver Byron Beck pulled Denver out Williams had a former National League pitcher starting
spoiled the debut of the San of danger.
Diego Conquistadors 109-100 in Simpson topped the Rockets in the first game at sold-out
the other scheduled
ABA scoring with 28 points. Chuck Riverfront Stadium but southgames.
Williams and 011ie Taylor each paw Ken Holtzman didn't look
In the NBA it was Boston threw in 20 points for the new for any advantage over the,
Reds.
over Los Angeles 112-104, Buf- ,BA learn

EARN THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST INTEREST

High School Grid Scene Sees SPORTS CHATTER
Week Of Major State Upsets 8T:S
(4
S?'

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS trict chances when the tear
It's been a week of upsets in won -over Caldwell County 26-8
Kentucky high school football.. in Class AA action. HopkinsDixie Heights took a coveted ville has won seven of eight
victory from Ft. Thomas High- games.
lands Friday night, for the first Meanwhile, Franklin-Simpson
time in 16 years.
remained in contention in the
The final score, 6-0, was the First 'District race by turning
first loss of the season for Ft. back Bowling Green 13-6.
Thomas. Highlands had been Butler and Manual, unranked number one in the Asso- defeated but tied in Class AAA
ciated Press ratings this week competition, kept their standing
in the AA division.
as Butler defeated Valley 26-0
When Union County and and Manual took a 22-0 victor}
Owensboro Catholic faced each over Flaget.
other Thursday night, both
Pineville is still unbeaten this
teams were unbeaten. Union season
in Class A action. They
County took a walloping 39-14 defeated Laurel County 22-6
victory, and moved into the
driver's seat in the Se&Ind District of the Class AA First Region.
Lexington Tates Creek defeated Lexington Henry Clay
22-20 ttra-crueio4 AA game...ELL, Tryouts for the freshman
day night. The two-point differ- basketball teanT at Murrayence was a conversion attempt State will be held Monday.
which Tates Creek eventually Players are to report to the
converted. Tates Creek is un- fieldhouse between 3-3:30 p.m.
defeated in seven games.
Freshman coach Kayo Willis
Hopkinsville improved its dis- urges all interested young men
to report at the given time.

Frosh Cage Tryouts
For Racers Monday

" Study your
base and make
on the basis of
examination-and

Friday night.
Richmond Madison, unbeaten
in eight games this season,
pulled away from Paris in the
second half for a 33-10 triumph.
Bardstown's Tigers made it
seven in a row by scoring a 7-0
victory over Shelbyville. The
Tigers are undefeated in their
Class A division this year.

Inside on World Tournament

ESTIMATED 51,000,660 AMERICANS
ANNOAU-Y BOWL ONE OF THE RICHEST
TOURNAMENTS 114 PROFESSIONAL BOWLING-THE SECOND ANNUAL BRUNSWiCk
w0RLD OPEN --WILL BE HELD THE
wEEK Of NOV. -75. SOME ZOO TOP
SOwLERS WILL TAKE PART MTH(
$85,060 wEENLONG EVENT TO BE HELD
AT 61tLIN3pitCK NORMEnt BOWL IN THE
CHICAGO 40601Z6 OF GLENDALE HE((JOS.
ME FINALS ON NOY 25 WILL ISE
NATIONALLY TELEVISED BY CBS

BALTIMORE AP) - Eddie
Miles, a veteran of the National
Basketball Association, will
handle the color commentary
on this season's radio broadcasts of Baltimore Bullet home
_gaines,,H was announced Monday.
Miles retired recently after
being placed on waivers by the
New York Knicks. He previously played for the Bullets
and the Detroit Pistons.

"I might know the Reds' hit-.
ters-but they know me, loo,"
said Holtzman. •'I also know'
that they hit left-handers pretty.
well."

Play

•
tt +4- +
to.4
;:-;:,:••„&ii&'••

4

Ashland has lost no games
and trounced Russellville 50-16
to keep its status.

Miles Commentator

World Series Opens Today In
Cincinnati Riverfront Stadium

AMONG THE TertiKliE.1 FAVORHES
WILL. RE vsAcIAAMPIOM JOHNNY
PETRAGLIA IN Idtel HE WON
FIVE PBATOURNAMENTS AND
MORE MONEY IN A 5INGLE YEAR
THAN At4Y OTHER BOWLER IN
141 STORY -A woorPmc,$85-,obc.

Holtzman, 19-11, drew the
prestigious starting assignment
against Cincinnati's Gary Nolan, 15-5. '
Bert Catnpaneris, the A's
shortstop suspended from the
last three , American League
playoff games after throwing
his bat at Detroit pitcher Lerrin LaGrow, was reinstated for
the Series by Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn. •
However, another element of
the Oakland offense was missing from the lineup-the bat of
center fielder Reggie Jacksont
The bearded slugger injured his
left leg in Thursday's playoff
game in Detroit and will miss
the entire Woild Series. Charles
O. Finley, owner of the A's,
made it official Friday after
team doctors advised him Jackson would be unable to play.

EARN AN EXTRA QUAR1ER HERE!
`.#

•

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St

Murray, Ky.

753-7921

11 '120"
CASH

THE FIRST WORLD OPEA IN
t4171 WAS WON 6Y PON J014150.4
IN A DRAMATIC FINISH. JOHNSON
CONVERTED A 6- 7-10 SPLIT TO WIN
_i_.4ar A TWOrcAtAE RoLLOFF EKON RUNWERUP LARXY LAUS AFTER
THE TWO MAC) ilea IN REGULATION FAMES AT 23G-236.

EVERY
41, WEEK!
MN

buy a gun if the
t permit you to try
decide. There may
for his refusal.

TIlE 1172 TotANAmENT WILL FEATURE 60WUNG 4+4AmplONS
FROM AROUND NE WORLD. PAR TICIPANITS WIU. CONE fRom
, MEXICO, AND JAPAN AS WELL Ai COUNTRIES IN
LATIN AMERICA AND EUROPE.

or
pbell's Sporting
, 125 N. 3rd and
ieland Restaurant,
ay or A. A. Toney,
all in Paducah, Ky.
me a man goes
arns something new
sport-things-. he
do, practices he
w and habits of the

Kentucky

High School
Football Scores

lion
aters

and safe boating
the U.S. Coast Guard
signed
a
selfnal, 94-page booklet.
no home-study course
lace formal boating
asses offered by such
ions as the U.S. Coast
uxiliary, U.S. Power
s or Red Cross, it does
eryorte a basic unding of safe boat
n and is a good review
• more experienced
The Coast Guard will
certificates to those
!cessfully complete the

your copy of the
•'s Course" (Catalog
:Sk 3, Stock No. 5012sending one dollar to
cost of printing along
your
request
to:,
endent of Documents,
lent Printing Office,
ton,,D.C.*26492: • -•

7/
ff "
Newspaperboy Day
There's a lad in your neighborhood who really delivers
the facts. It's the-news-local and worldwide-and
advertisements and town happenings. He's a young
businessman in the old tradition. Your
NEWSPAPERBOY
newspaperboy? He's the greatest!
DAY

-MitinGER.
Murray, Kentucky 421)71

,Phone 753-1916

By THL ASSOCIATED PRESS Allen Co. 14, Metcalfe Co. 12
Friday's Games
Owen Co. 14, Carroll Co. 7
Daviess Co. 14, Owensboro 7
Lou. Thomas Jefferson 27, Lou.
Lou. Atherton 20, Lou. Central Westport 0
20 (tiei
Henderson City 14, Ohio Co. 6
Lou. Southern 2,7, Lou. Doss 0 Newport Catholic 7, Coy. CathoButler Co. 50, Cumberland Co. lic 0
26
Elizabethtown 27, Marion Co. 0
Leslie Co. 28„, Johnson Central 6 Mt. Sterling 17,'Danville 14
Reidland 34, Fulton City 15,
Paducah-Tilgh-man 51, Murray
Christian Co. 26, North Mar- 0
-shall 0
Ashland 50, Russell 16
Henderson Co. 12, Mayfield 6
Somerset 66, Jessamine Co. 0
Crittenden Co. 20, Heath 0,
Lex. Bryan Sta. 20, Lex. LafaLou. DeSales 23, Lou. Iroquois yette 0
0
Lex. Tates Creek 22, Lex. HenBain Central 36, Hart Co. 8
ry Clay 20
Glasgow 15, Russellville 0
Montgomery Co. 50, Nicholas
Mctcell 18, Fleming Co. 0
Co. 6
Oldham Co. 20, Boyle Co. 0
Raceland 16, Ironton St. JoWarren East 32, Adair Co. 0
sephs 14
Wurtland 33, Symmes Valley Washington Co. 21: Camp10.10
bellsville 8
1Burgin 18, Rockcastle Co. 14
Erlanger Lloyd 32, Simon Kent
Warren Central 21, Russell Co. on 8
18
, . Franklin-Simpson 13, BowlingPaintsville 33, Cattletsburg 6
Green 6
Boone Co. 13, Conner 6
StanfoOldham Co. 20, Boyle Co.
Hopkinsville 26, Caldwell Co. 8
Lou. Butler 26, Lou: Valley 0
Stanford 48, Garrard Co. (1
Corbin SS, Whitley Co. 27,
Middlesboro 41, Bell Co. 26
Newport'21, Bellevue 14
Bardstown 7, Shelbyville 0
North Hardin 48, Nelson Co. 0 Beechwood 13, Dayton 0
Taylor Co. 20, Greensburg 15
I.ouisa 34, Bath Co. 0
Trigg Co. 53, Lone Oak 6
Boyd Co. 53, Hazard 6
Lou. Eastern 20, Lou. Seneca 14 Franklin Co. 20n Georgetown 1
Lou. Fairdale,f9, Lou. Pleasure Harrison Co. 40, Scott Co. 0
Dixie Heights 6, Ft. Thomas
Ridge Park 14
Lou. Manual 22, Lou. Flaget 0 Highlands I) -

Yes! WI' are gi‘ing amay 620.00 to some Itaky person every day...Monday thru Saturday.
Nothing to buy!Come in and register each day. Adults only. Only one winner per person per
. You don't lime to he present to win.

* THIS WEEKS WINNERS * Prices Good Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday Only
Wednesday - Mary Ridings
Thursday - Myrtle Humphrey
- LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED

Giant

67'
TIDE
MIRACLE WHIP
Limit 2 Please

39t

Golden Ripe

10-oz. - 6-Bottle Ctn.

BANANAS

DRINKS
All Flavors

39c,„
25'ib

U.S. Gov't
JOHNSONS
Open

7 a.m.-9 p.m.- Monday thru Saturday
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sign of any kind.
VTTO E.ST( R M
NE. YORK IUPII—To be
You just quietly pass out.
in the right place at' the right And if you don't get immediate
time and with the right peope help you just quietly pass away.
But if you're in the right
can mean the difference betplace with the right people your
ween life and death.
know. That combination plight is discovered instantly.
of circumstances gave my life
A nurse rushes to the bed to
check pulse and blood pressure.
back to me.
The right place was the
intensive care unit i
Another nurse pushes a
) 14 the
Flushing Hospital and Medical button on a monitor synCenter in New )(irks borough chronized with one over your
of Queens. The right time was bed II was all wired up).
the day after being admitted making it pen out a continuous
there following a heart attack ribbon of cardiogram.
at home. And the right people
V. ith the other hand she
were the doctors and nurses on simultaneously lifts a telephone
duty when my crisis occurred. and tells the operator to put out
The are part of an ICU an "ICU cardiac code- on the
team to whom anv medical hospital paging system.
This brings to the scene
emergency is a challenge, but
whose most coveted reward is resident doctors, interns, a
to snatch another potential nursing supervisor, inhalation
victim from the jaws of what therapist. anesthesiologist and
has become commonly known chaplain, plus any attending
as the nation's No. I killer— physicians who are free to
respond.
heart disease.
!Meanwhile, a box -like
The doctors call what
happened to me -ventricular electronic device about the size
fibrillation.- A hat that means of an average portable
in layman's language is that the television set and called a
natural electrical impulses that "defibrillator" has been
control the heartbeat have gone brotight into action.
The defibrillator is the heavy
haywire. The rythm of the
heart becomes totally irregular. artillery in this battle for a
Its muscles, instead of doing hurnan life. A ired to it is a
their job of pumping blood to metal disc about three inches in
the brain and other vital organs diameter, with a handle.
Applied in time to the left
that sustain life, merely twitch.
Pulse and blood pressure side of the chest it electrically
shocks the heart back to
plunge.
normal ry thm. Thanks to the
ou don't know it when ,our
monitoring system of ancICU.
heart goes into what has been
called "the rhythm of death." it is in the fight about 30
seconds after a patient is found
There's no pain, no warning
Ks

CFOOR TrklittP5ON

in trouble.
In my case, it tOOk two jolts
to do it. But I survived what
doctors dread as one of the
worst complications that can
follow a coronary.
Of course, I was oblivious to
what was going on. V. hen I
came to, I was nauseous and
bathed in cold sweat.
Gradually these receded. Most
of the little army of rescuers
marshaled by the cardiac code
had been redeployed to more
routine duties. But familiar
faces appeared as blurred
vision cleared.
There were those of residents
attached to the ICU,of my own
doctor. if the chaplain, and ot
smiling nurses, obviously
happy that once again their
arduous training for just such
emergencies had paid off.
'A beaming ICU resident
patted no shoulder and said:
-You're alright,"
In three weeks 1 was back
home, recuperating. In seven
weeks, I was back at work.
lucky to be there. Glad to be
alive. Thankful that when "it"
happened I was in the right
place—with the right people.

WANT TO BUY

PREMIUM PRICES PAID FOR
SOFT HARDWOODS
Additional purchases of wood required to meet
expanding production. Steady market.
— Contact Ray Watkins Wood Procurement Forester
CeiOteX

HIGH ON A WINDOW SILL—Tait Smith, 27. of Belmont, Calif., ii held
by spec..ai harness as he washes windows 19 stories up, about 262.feet atop San Francisco's
Mark Hopkins Hotel

Harness was designed by Smith's father, a mechanical engineer

Heat canned or homemade
applesauce and serve it atop
squares of ginger bread

11405E RANITS MADE NAM
OFFER NE COULDN'T REFU5E:

BEATLE BAILEY
THE WAY &ARSE EATS, Ht.
ALWAYS A PAi
ENiN Wrri4 THE REPEATS

5TOMACs4 If

BLON DIE
BILLS FROM
THE i-SAT Si4OP
, TwE MESS sistoP,
-rsiE 54-40E STORE,

THE PHANTOM
I STILL THINK
THAT OLD KING
*QS CRAZY.

A6cus4'- FOR HOW
LONG,I woNDE ?

--atAYBE --

PEACE

DOCTORS ARE
EXAMINNG
HIM, REX,

Coldwater News
By Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell
September 25, 1972
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Lamb were Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Lamb and
Dathel
Mrs.
daughter.
Wilkerson ws an evening
caller.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
were guests one day the PAM
week of Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Darnell. They and Mrs. Darnell
were callers in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jennings Turner. Mr.
and Mrs. Hopkins were Sunday
afternoon callers of Mr. and
Mrs. Edison Hopkins and
Kathy. Edwin Turner was a
Saturday caller of Mr. and Mrs.
C. Hopkins.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
G. L. Bazzell were Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Bazzell and daughter
and Mrs. Fred Adams. Others
have called.
Mrs. Virgie Bridges visited
her aunt, Pearl adams of
Mayfield one day the past week.
Mrs. Newell Bailey was a
guest of her mother, Mrs. Lillie
Bazzell one day the past week.
Mrs. Artis Fuqua came in the
afternoon. They and Mrs.
Bazzell visited Mr and Mrs.
Herbie Tabers, Jr. and
daughter in their new home.
Other callers of Mrs. Bazzell
Sunday wre Mrs. Bernice
Bazzell, Mrs. Herbie Tabers,
sand daughter, Mrs. Kelley
Hendon and children and airs.
Delbert - Newsome
and
daughter'. Recent callers of Mrs. Mattie
Jones and Miss Lois Marine
were Mrs. Artis Fuqua, Mrs.
Herman Darnell, Mrs. Lillie
Bazzell, Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell
and Miss Trevp Peay. Others
have called.
Mr. and Mrs. •Hugh Dowdy
have returned home from their
vacation in Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Relda Watson
are spending their vacation in
Michigan.
Recent callers of mine were
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Arnett, Mr,
and Mrs. Robert L. Bazzell, Mr.
and Mrs. B. A. Davis, Mr. and
Miss
Mrs. Roy Perich and
Debbie Tucker.
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson has
returned home from her

ACROSS
xr weEx

IIEW,40MITORE

NANCY
I INSIST ON
GIVING YOU A
FREE SAMPLE
OF OUR NEW
RUG CLEANER

1 Native
Egyptian
5 Pedal
e4remities
9 Preposition
11 Dirty
13 Teutonic
deity
14 Violent
dread (1
,
1.)
16 A state
(abbr.)
17 A state
"(abbr.)
19 Food fish
20 Obstruct
21 Sailors
(colloq.)
23 Possess
24 Spreads for
drying
25 Liquid
rfleaSliire

LIL' ABNER
NOTHIN1'PERSONAL
—BUT PLEASE—
AH
,G077A
FLY 70

DOG-PATCH!
,

GI T OUTA rT
MAH
STATE!!

27 Musical
composition
29 Preli:'
distant
30 Click beetle
31 Rod
33 Repulse
35 Trade for
money
36 Peer Gynt's
mother
38 Lampreys
40 Exist
41 Europeans
43 Sodium
_cnloride
44 Negative
bratis
45 Gives
47 Note of scale
48 Convincing
50 Petty ruler
52 Bird's horne
53 Country
of Asia'

3 Vessel
4 -Anagram*
for waste
5 Stronghold
6 Bitter vetch
7 Man's
nickname
8 Angry
outburst
9 Twisted'
10 Mistake
11 Noise
12 Obscures
15 Quarrel
18 Fragile
20 Steps
22 Take
unlawfully
24 Figure
of speech
26 Fairy
28 Cyprinoid fish
31 Lecture
32 Dim
.... I
2
3
:i•
9

1972 NORRIS Mobil
12'x66', large expando.
air, washer, dryer,
large porch, underpet
nado straps. complet
Riviera Courts,75301010••••*******•
IN
•
•

FALL SAL
• of CAMPE

•
•

▪ 1973 18 ft. full
•
▪ contained tandem
•

SEARS KENMORE portable
dishwasher, one year old, gold, 4
speed. Can be built in. $120.00
017
Phone 753-0638. ,

I will not be responsible for
any debts other than my own
as of this date, October 13,
1972.
W. E. Blankenship

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

OGOBB 00MM
BOOB= 000Mgel
000 UMBOB MUM
MO 000BOMM MO
30000 MO BOOM
OEM 00 OMOG
MOOMMOMOM
OGOO BM BOB
GOMM MO MMOMO
MO GMM0003 MO
CMG OMMOB OGO
0300M0 MMOBBM
COMBO 0610BM

•

....,4;,,,,,,..••

42 furbeariesg------mammal
45 French: of the
46 Music: as
written
49 Earth
goddess
51 Artificial
Iangtlagn

5

6

7

8 /

:eXM
•'
X
to ;to,1t

rk.

12

'
:7•••:'
tSi.ih
Y,...Y..,

....'4
.
4.1
27 •

,
13
26

4

...C'X 27 78
"fie"
7

•
• •,30

Wei
•11-%•.6
.1$

31

34 ..4

36 37

,t.":;•1 38

rte •

39
i

S..'
,i.:,1
..PV:ij43

.;!.,,•4_...,•4

-

46 .
.
1%,47

a

•'52

::::

49

Hwy.

1969-12'x52' SAFEW
Spanish furniture,
Phone 489-2221 after 5
p.m.

HARDY
$1"
FR E:
Landscapin
Esti
ItARLEY DAVI
Chopper. $750.00.
6564.
TELEVISION
rotor, 40' pole
antenna, $90.00.
after 5:00p.m.
HOSPITAL BED
Complete with
Mrs. Dow Jones
or phone 345-2525
YAMAHA 175E
Good condition.
8550.

FOR SALE

t

44

a
• 247-8187

1964 CHEVRO
hardtop, full
Chevrolet V-8 t
shift. 1951
ton. Small ref
cook stove. Ph

',1."-114

411

• Anowhe
.
•
Camper S
•
• Mayfield.
K)
.
• Benton,
5.....*******

15

40

Only '26

al
•
.
• With Air $29
.

COAL REATIN
condition. Phon

33 Leases
34 South
American
animals
35 Levantine ketch
37 Nahoor sheep
39 Undergarment
41 Baptismal
basin

ci4;125
.00
Ve:OA:29
•••• IIeV
••••
•
•

We buy and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575.

Banana bread may be used
for sandwiches with a filling of
cream cheese.

13

21

1970-12'x44' EDEN mobile home,
two bedrooms. New couch and air
onditioner. See at Fox
Meadow's Trailer Court, E10.
018P

Antique Clocks

TWO PIECE couch, three large WANT TO BUY
old furniture,
chairs, three piece set of luggage, attic junk, or anything of
vacation in Michigan.
value.
Miss Kathy Hopkins was a bowling ball and clothes, size 7-9. Phone 436-2135.
017C
anytime
914
Saturday,
See
Sunday guest in the home of
FOR SALE
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson and Sycamore, or Monday and
Tuesday after 5:00 p.m.
016C
Miss Treva Peay.
BABY BED. For further inA third Sunday dinner guest
1Tt
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. NEW AND used tractor tires. formation phone 753-7385.
Rayburn Pendergrass was her Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
mother, Mrs. Effie Adams who service. Vinson Tractor Co. SLIDE PROJECTOR, Sawyer
ITC 500 R. Complete remote control.
Celebrated her 85th birthday. Phone 753-4892.
1-100 slide circular tray. 2-38 slide
Those present were Bill
Adams, Mrs: Della McCasey LARGE DESK, $22.00. 16" easy load trays. $30.00. Phone
017P
and Mr. and Mrs. Preston Motorola portable T.V., $25.00. 753-7783 evenings.
Adams. We wish Mrs. Adams Apartment size electric range,
$12.00. Small swivel rocker, $8.00. ONE ELECTRICAL service pole'
many more birthdays.
017C with services for two trailers.
Fourth Sunday guests of Mr. Phone 753-1566.
Canopy bed with matching chest,
and Mrs. Rayburn Pendergrass
were Mr. and Mrs. Novil DAIRY CROSS cows, safe in calf, $40.00. New living room suite
(couch, 2 chairs, ottoman
Pendergrass and Mr. and Mrs. two Maine-Anjou. Phone 474,017C $125.00. Used windows and doors.
Lem McGary.
2297.
50 cents to $2.00 Phone 753-6406
Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs.
017C
Flavil Pendergrass was Mrs. NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5', or 753-1566.
and 6' lift type or pull type.
Lottie Pendergrass.
AKC REGISTERED German
Mrs. Sarah M. Sanderson, Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892. 1
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436Mrs. Cletie Black, Miss Carlene
017C
Lamb and Mrs. Algie Tabers ADAMS HARD surfaced plow 5624.
spent Monday with Mrs. Hattie points. Also regular plow points,
to fit most plows. Chisel plo OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Watson at Murray.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl points, cultivator shovels an FOR RENT suite of offices.
Christenberry were Sunday sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 7 Adequate parking, 711 Main
IT Street, Phone 753-7846, or 753afternoon callers of Mr. and 4892.
1409.
TFC
Mrs. Carvis Sanders and
daughter.
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE

Crossword Puzzle

HOW CAN WE TAKE THIS
MAKI SERIOUSLY?
HE COMES FROM
A STATE - --

Box 1090, Paris, Tenn. 38242
Phone 901-642-1230
Home 901-642-9631

FOR SALE

7
-/

THE mixtrA r OF
77IE HEAI7,iuNTER5 67NE-• TN!
JuN6114.5 AT PEACE lfittOER THE
PACT OF Tv! GOWEN Ox--

Corp.

FOR SALE

•
▪

werENEv,

\ I
E)(CU5E ME?
12.101": TislO5E ONION5 WE
NAP FOR CHOW
ARE REPEATING
I
ON vAE

Call
753-1916

WANT TO BUY

LOGGERS

To pi- par* cafe au lad. mix
double-strength brewed coffee
with the same amount of
scalded milk To scald milk,
heat until bubbles appear
around the edge

I 5t1PPO5E ON THE CONTRAW
Y001.I. NEVER
KNOW AT
REALLY
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7
'
7
.
"
••

50

5/

,. . "c...:. ie-• 33
V
r lv tnitntFeature Syndicate, Inr

WHEEL WA
Can be used a
very short t'
489-2477.

AUCTION SALE
THURSDAY OCTOBER 19, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Shine about Smiles from Murray, Ky.
At the RUDY DUNCAN HOME
Travel highway 94 toward lake, turning east on to
lrvan Cobb resort at Earl Lee's Grocery, thence two
miles.
Real estate, household and tools will be sold.
Household items include, nice furniture and appliance.
Living room, dining and bedroom, childshalf bed, desk
and chair, 2 refrigerators, stove, large Durotherm oil
heater, air conditioner i 18,000), chairs ( straight and
rockers ) electric heaters, Maytag automatic washer,
stereo, real nice glider chairs and table to match, old
violin. inendelin, dishes and cooking utensili, garden
tractor, tiller( new Wizzard)riding and power mowers,
dog house, hand tools and electric boxes and switches,
other supplies by the boxes and containers, wheel
barrow, coal stove, axes, hoes, rakes, 52 gal. water
heater, shower stall, 800 concrete blocks, hundreds of
feet new pine flooring, popular drop siding, oak lumber
30 patterns, ready to assemble into these toycabinets,
Mr. Duncan made. I Ideal for Xmas gifts). Shingles off
new building ( 30 x 40') gas and oiffurnaces, 14 various
-sizes steel windows, other doors arid windows, hundreds af pieces of new rectangular pieces of glass,
sanders, buffers, grinders, vices, steel and bar clamps,
table-saw, saw for ,making molds, radial and hand
saws, 1963 2 dr. Falcon .good tires, Chevrolet motor,
used tires, rubber tire shop wagon,dozens other things
( no junk I.
Promptly at 11:30 Mr. Owen Billington with Strout
Real Estate Agency, Southside Shopping Center,
Murray,Ky. who has employed me to sell the property
has suggested it be sold.
This nice 6-room home, bath and nicely arranged on
.sere of land With large work shop, one lot for trailer
parking ( now r*nted) makes it ideal for location for
entire family. Near choice of churches, school bus,
driving distance to university, factory and in the midst
of resorts but in the quiet, friendly and desirable
'section. Think of having a chance to buy at your price
such property.
Terms cash with deed delivery: possession at once
except trailer lot (rented paid per month I.
Eats and drinks available, not responsible for accidents. Douglas Shoemaker associate of Shoemaker
Auction and Live Stock Co. in charge of sale.
Division
of property reason for sale.

SWEET P
bushel. Phone
"BIG CAR
recieved 3 ne
it lasts. Lon
carpet. Rub
back, hi-lo
widths, prin
commercial
back, 12'
Congoleum
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yards carpet
choose from
prices start
$3.95 squar
bargains.
Discount H
9733.
SPINETWanted res
over spine
Can be see
Manager,
Shelbyville

197 1 -1 2'x
mobile ho
heat and
with sha
niShed. N
over loan
Phone 7
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after 4:
Murray
Wince. N

please.
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$75.00.
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FOR SALE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1972 NORRIS Mobile home,'KELLY'S TERMIl'E and Pest
12'x66', large expando. Carpeted, Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
air, washer, dryer, fireplace, 13th Street. "Every day you
Large porch, underpenned, tor- delay lets bugs have their
nado straps. completely set up. way."
TFC
Riviera Courts,753-3966.
016C

•

If You
OOOOOOOOOOOOO •
•
FALL SALE
Miss Your Paper
of CAMPERS •
Phone-.
1973 18 ft. full self- •

•
•
• contained tandem axle
•

•
• onht '2635
:
• With Air $2999
• Arrowhead
Camper Sales
• Mayfield,
•
Ky. on the

locks
old clocks,
and parts.
stock. We
& B Music
75.

•
•

Before 5:00 p.m.
or

•
•

Between 5:00 p.m.
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening

•
•

Benton, Hwy. Phone •
•
• 247-8187
U•6•6•8•2OOOOOOO sisai

old furniture,
thing of value.
017C

1969-12'x52' SAFEWAY trailer,
Spanish furniture, gas heat.
Phone 489-2221 after 5:00
p.m.
016C

or further ir753-7385.
ITC
CTOR, Sawyer
remote control.
r tray. 2-38 slide
s. $30.00. Phone
017P
s.

HARDY MUMS
Ts each
-

'ERED German
es. Phone 436017C

•1

CE FOR RENT
suite of offices.
rking, 711 Main
753-7846, or 753TFC
IN SALE

4

•

THREE BEDROOMS, central heat and air, formal dining
room, two baths, shady lot
Under $24,000.

BABY FARM - 20 acres, year round water, partially fenced,
price includes mobile home.

4*.

.4.4„itft

SERVICES OFFERED

Murray, Ky.
HOME
rning east on to
cry, thence two
s will be sold
re and appliance
ldshalf bed, desk
ge Durotherm oil
irs i straight and
utomatic washer,
ble to match, old
utensils, garden
nd power mowers,
xes and switches,
containers, wheel
Ices. 52 gal. water
locks, hundreds of
siding, oak lumber
these toycabinets,
gifts). Shingles off
urnaces, 14 various
and windows, hunar pieces of glass.
eel and bar clamps,
, radial and hand
s, Chevrolet motor,
dozens other things
illington with Strout
Shopping Center.
e to sell the property

d nicely arranged on
p. one lot for trailer
,deal for location for
hurches, school bus.
dory and in the midst
iendly and desirabl,to buy at your price

possession ot once
er month).
d responsible for kir:iodate of Shoemaker
irge of sale. Division

SERVICES OFFERED

.0
,91. •

CORNS

44IN

H&H SEAL COATING

STEE0
10 - 14 .

FOUR BEDROOM, family room, kitchen includes side by
side refrigerator, washer and dryer, dishwasher and other
appliances. 3'4 acre lot, outside of city and it's now
REDUCED.
LAICE PROPERTY - Two bedrooms, fireplace in living
room, large carport.

Now
153-57t7

THREE BEDROOM:506UL,ItOen-den, large lot.

Murray
Nursery

WE HAVE BUYERS - YOU HAVE PROPERTY
LIST WITH US - GIVE US A CALL
We have special requests for:
1. 150 ACRES within 5 miles of city.
2. THREE bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, city.
3. THREE bedroom, kitchen-den, on Mayfield Road or 641
North.
4. 100 ACRES more or less.
5. MOBILE home park.
6. 5 ACRES or more near Hazel, or South Pleasant Grove.
7. COMMERCIAL lot or building.
8.3 BEDROOM,2 baths, central heat and air.

TON lbw U.
•1In W

P. ON

flow nwnwi

voted hobo. Worlitaw

• Protects driveways from Winter freeze.
• Preserves new driveways and renews old
driveways.
• All work guaranteed. • Free estimate.

"ONCE UPON A "TIME --- It
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

MANAGER and MANAGER

Phone 247-7201 - Mayfield, Ky.

TRAINEES

FOR RENT

PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING,
experierited in interior and exTWO BEDROOM unfurnished terior. Fully equipped for all
Openings available in Kentucky and Tennessee
*wit
house, large utility, garage, painting. Free-estimates. Phone
Om Eft
Growing to
Landscaping Design
Sit 11-S
upstairs, lots of storage space. 489-2287.
and
women
in
men
fast
food
mature
-for
October 17(2
Sr*
serve you.
Electric or gas heat. Phone 753Estimate
operations. Experienced preferred, but will train
8243 or 753-0480 after 5:00 p.m. T CARPET-LINOLEUM inFC
stallations and repairs, all types.
if you are ambitious and want to advance. Good
Residential or commercial. For
free
estimate phone 436FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
KARLEY DAVIDSON 74 FL CLEAN CARPETS the save and
salary and benefits.
November1C
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air 2124.
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
Chopper. $750.00. Phone 753conditioned, utilities furnished.
6564.
014C electric shampooer $1. Big K,
One block from University WILL BABY-SIT from 12:00 noon
Belaire Shopping Center. 014C
campus. Couples only, no pets. to midnight. Have own tranPlease Mail Replies to Address Above
TELEVISION ANTENNA with
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC sportation. Can give references.
rotor, 40' pole, special UHF 12'x64'-1971 FLEETWOOD
Phone 753-3921.
016€
202 So, 4th
antenna, $90.00. Phone 753-9245 mobile home, with 'living room
Phone 753-3263
WANTED PART time or full time EXTRA NICE three bedroom
after 5:00 p.m.
014C expando. Also 12'x12' metal
AUTOS FOR SALE
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in house, 14 mile from city limits. H&H SEAL Coating. Protects
utility building to stay. Land1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT. person to Paglia's Pizza, 510 Phone Robert Wiggins at Wiggins driveways from winter freeze.
HOSPITAL BED, same as new. scaped. Central heat and air,
$800.00 or best offer. Top Main,
Complete with mattress. See three bedrooms, 1,2 baths, shown
TFC Furniture, between 8:00 a.m. and Preserves new driveways and
Home Phone
5:30 p.m.,753-4566.
TFC renews old driveways. All work
mechanical condition. Will trade
Mrs. Dow Jones, Browns Grove by appointment. Phone 753-8560
guaranteed and free estimate.
for Jeep with cloth top of cornor phone 345-2525.
017P after 6:00 p.m. or 7534648 days.
Sales Personnel:
Wayne Wilson 753-5086' arable quality. Phone 753-4184
023C
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway. Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
205 Riviera Courts.
016C
Phone 753-5311.
025C
5:00
TFC
p.m.
after
YAMAHA 175 Enduro. 1500 miles.
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Good condition. Phone 753NEW DOUBLE wide mobile
THREE BEDROOM hone with Installation or rework. No job too
Bill Adams 753-5657
8550.
1968 OPEL CADET IS 45,000
018P home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
Shift
bath and garage. On Highway big or too small.Call for estimate
miles $475.00. See at 1610 College
on spot. Plenty of other mobile
I '121, one mile West of Coldwater. 436-2159, Jim.
Don Nanney 753-9912 Farm Road. Call 753-5808 after
October23P
COAL HEATING stove In..gooft homes to choose from. Bill's
1
Right
Phone 489-2596 after 5.00
condition. Phone 753-2824, 014NC Mobile 1tonies'
4;30.
0. Scuitli,
p.m.
014C BARN PAINTING and corn()lc 4
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
Phone
mereial spraying. Local painter.
1964 CHEVROLET V-8, four door 443-615d.
014C
SIX ROOM house, fully fur- References. Free estimate.
hardtop, full power. 1962
1969 CHEVELLE TWO dooriffoliday
nished. AvailibTe- flew. Located Phone Far-mingtou382Chevrolet V-8 two door, straight
hardtop, vinyl top, 350 engine, 1
BY OWNER
Octoberik
shift. 1951 Chevrolet pickup 42
Aurora, Ky. 474-9770! 109 South 12th Street. $95.00 per 2299.
bucket seats, automatic in floor.
TFC
ton. Small refrigerator, electric
ws•M month. Phone 753-4331.
Phone 753-9641 after 4:00
Brick tridevel, on nice lot in Canterbury Estates. Has
MUSIC LESSONS: all band incook stove. Phone 753-7143. 017C
017? NEEDED ONE salesman to work
p.m.
About Our
four bedrooms, den, study, living room, formal dining
stroll-lents, ell ages. Pianos,
APARTMENT,
FURNISHED
Murray area. Company car
room, kitchen with all the extras, large utility, 2,2
WHEEL WALKER with seat
1969 GTO WITH tape player, air, furnished for business and living room, kitchen, bathroom strings, guitar; beginners only.
Aluminum
Plates
baths, all ceramic tiled, 2 car garage with automatic
Can be used as wheelchair. Used
power, tilt steering, brand new pleasure. Group hospital and life with shower and bath. One or two. Experienced teacher. 753opener.
017P
very short time. Phone Kirlcsey,
tires and mags. Excellent con- insurance, retirement paid 100 bedpitillis. Zimmerman Apart- 1470.
For Appointment
016P
489-2477.
25 each
dition, Phone 753-2752 days or 436- per cent by company. $8000 to ments, South 16th Street, 753Noveliiber7C
016€ $12,000 first year potential. Must 6609.
2431 after 8:00 p.m.
Phone 753-3110
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
SWEET POTATOES, $3.00
have
previous
sales
experience
us completely cover your home
The
Ledger
&
Times
BEAUTIFUL
APARTMENT,
016€
Falcon or sates aptitude. Interviews will
bushel. Phone 435-5425.
1962 FOUR SPEED
unfurnished. Two bedrooms, with Reynolds weather tight
103 N. 4th Street
'BY OWNER; four bedroom Futura for parts. Cheap. Phone be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
NOTICE
living
room, kitchen, utility, aluminum siding. Also we do
Clark
101
by
come
on Saturday if necessary. Call
"BIG CARPET Sale." Just
home, with large den, large 753-8678 or
Murray,
Ky.
Carpeted,
air conditioned, soffitt and overhangs on brick.
bath.
016€ Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
recieved 3 new truck loads. While
private patio, large utility room, Street.
SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
dishwasher, refrigerator, stove Storm windows & door, shutters
for appointment.
it lasts. Long shag, short shag
TFC
307 N. 4th 753-6091
I maple cabinets, dishwasher,
and
garbage disposal. Phone 753- and carports. Free estimates.
exis
in
Car
1970
MAVERICK.
carpet. Rubber back and jute
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
RADIO, TELEVISION,
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser4974
or 753-3865.
0162
SMALL APPLIANCE
back, hi-lo pattern, 12' and 15' ABRAHAM LINCOLN
and Middle Schools. Priced to cellent condition. New tires and WANTED CARPENTER'S
vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
rocking
SALES 8. SERVICE
widths, printed design carpet, chair. If interested
sell. Bank loan available to right superb gas mileage. Extra sharp. helper,full time. Phone 753Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C
phone H&R SPECIALIZING IN CB 8. CAR
TWO
BEDROOM
trailer,
couple
753-9997.
014C
Phone
753-8818
or
commercial type carpet, rubber Used Furniture, 753-4716
RADIO REPAIR
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
7955.
after
0I4C preferred. References. See B.B.
back, 12' and 15' widths. 5:00p.m.
/53-6342 nights.
016€
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
1971 IMPERIAL LeBaron,
,Congoleum vinyl Causinfloor,
UNDER NEW management.
Murray Drive In Theatre en- hauling corn or beans. Phone 753and tilt
height
telescoping
loaded,
/ $1.99 square yard. Thousands of
BY
OWNER;
stone
house, full
Westerman Brothers Body Shop,
trance.
TFC 8090.
October25C
stereo,
etc.
seats,
wheel,
electric
yards carpet of different styles to COAL STOVE, wood and coal,
formerly Green's Body Shop, now basement, central gas heat, air Low mileage, immaculate,
Phone
498-8472.
014C
choose from. In stock now. Our
conditioned.
Priced
reasonable.
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
open to general public. Bumping,
018C
$4940.00. Phone 753-8316.
prices start $2.99 square yard to
unfurnished apartment, central JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
painting,also aluminum welding. Phone 753-1963 after 4:00 VA
LOANS,
no
down
payment
for
$3.95 square yard. The home of
p.m.
01413
heat and air. Good location. Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
No job too big or small. Located
1967 OLDSMOBILE 88, power
bargains. Paschall & Son qualified veteran. 12 years to
Shift
Night
Day
&
,
Available October I. Phone 753- carpentry. Phone 7534897 days or
seven
miles
out
New
Concord
pay.
Drive
on
out almost to
Discount House, Hazel, Ky., 492THREE BEDROOM brick house steering, power brakes, air. Good
TFC
4331.
TFC 753-7625 nights.
018C
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. Highway, 121 South.
9733.
Apply In Person
01713
with central heat and air, on condition. Four door. Can be seen
Bank financing on spot. 111111`s
after
753-3307
at
602
Maple
or call
150'x200' size lot. Located,throe
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
014C
at
SPINET-CONSOLE Piano. Mobile Homes, 3900 South
miles north of Murray on 18th 5:00 p.m.
Lake. Two bedrooms, air con- also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Jack and Jill
Wanted resPOnalble party to take Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
Street. Phone 753-6795.
014C
ditioned, completely furnished. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
443-6150.
014C
1964 FORD Gaiaxie, automatic,
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
TFC
Will rent by week or month. or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
Day Care Center
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
THREE BEDROOM brick home power steering, new tires.
Ph/
ine
TFC
436-2284
South 12th St
THREE BEAGLES, plain rabbit
will be open for the
017P
with 1,-2 baths, patio, outside $250.00. Phone 753-6966.
Manager, P.O. Box
276,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. 014? dog; Three years old. Phone 753storage building. All appliances
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
festivities,
homecoming
trailer,
EXTRA
NICE
carpeted.
9276.1
014P
built-in. If interested phone 753Saturday from 9:00 a.m.
color TV,air conditioned, electric
APPLY IN person after 4:00 heat. $100.00 per month, deposit PIANO LESSONS in my home,
5237.
until Sunday Lim a.m.
017C REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
p.m., Big B Cleaners, Central
1971-1 2'x60"RICHARDSON SELF PROPELLED John Deere
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC any age. Lesson set up at your
combine. Phone 435-5311. 014P
,AT KENIANA Shores tho Shopping Center.
NOTICE
017C
mobile home. Two bedrooms, gas
convenience, at a reasonable fee.
Phone for Reservations
smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices
heat and range. Spanish style,
016€
REAL NICE two bedroom un- Phone-753-4699.
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', three
start at $795. Only $10. down and PART TIME or full time, day or furnished duplex apartment.
with shag carpet. Fully fur,
753-9922
Remember
years old. Two bedrooms,
$IO per month. Lake access, All evening. Counter help needed, Stove and refrigerator, fully WILL KEEP elderly lady or
niShed. No down payment, take
furnishings, central heat.Tuesday,
over loan. Excellent condition. modern
utilities including central water. must be neat, clean and over 18. carpeted, central heat and air. gentleman, able to care for self,
Phone 753-2294 days or after 5:00 DIANA McClain Farley is now
,Apply in person between 3:00 and Phone 753-4478 or 753-9135. 016€ in my home. Real reasonable.
Phone 436-5320.
Phone 753-7554.
016C
OT7C working at Personality Beauty
p.m. 753-8444.
16.00 p.m., Monday through
Phone 753-5611.
016€
BY OWNER; Reduced, three Friday. Contact Mr. Boyd at
Shop. Call for an appointment
TRAILERS: SEE ,Brandon Dill
duplex
apart
BEDROOM
TWO
16th
with any fill-up
bedroom brick at 1106 South
Burger Chef.
today. Night appointments
027C ment, central heat and air, WILL DO any kind of hauling,
after 4:30 p.m. Located at*
1968 SHELBY 12'x60', furnished Monday through:Friday. 753Street. $20,000.00. 110ne 753Murray Drive In 'Theatre encarpet throughout, ceramic tile including garbage in county. At
of
Chevron
TFC
Gasoline
mobile home. Central heat and 5461.
1668.
01911
trance. No phone calls
PEST
bath, drop in range. Phone 753- the lowest prices. Phone 753CONTROL
air, washer included. Spanish
019C
please.
016€
TFC 7450.
7850 or 753-1585,
EVERY TUESDAY
CORNER LOT, 108'x229', on the
interior, concrete patio. Phone
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
Hungry Enough
.
:6Ther of Melrose and Be
017C
753-8456 after 5:00 p.m.
To Eat A cow a Calf?
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No.
WING BACK love seat, green,
Phone 492-8232 after 5:00 bil°111TWO BEDROOM trailer;electric
Two Can Have Breakfast
MUSIC
monthly contract required.
020
c
$75.00. Swivel rocker, otange,
For A -Buck And A Half
heat. $45.00 per mcinth. Phone
ONE STADIUM chair and .one
ComExterminating
Superior
$40.00. Excellent condition.
Open 5 a.m.-Breakfast
J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
017C
489-2595.
hand made crocheted white
Anytime.
016C
pany, phone 753-7266. October20C
Phone 753-2269.
Charles Aldridge 'managers..
poncho. Phone 753-5886 after 1:00
Pianos -Organs
with 5 roilin
Opening Friday, September 22. 60 ACRE FARM
p.m.
See why more people buy
0I6NC
south
of
miles
house,
8
brick
also
range,
30" ELECTRIC
Wurlitzer than any other
Speclializes in Mercedes Benz,
NICE, THREE room furnished
FOR SALE-CtR-TRADE
Sales-Service,Rettfai
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
piano
brown two piece living room
Toyota
air
and
car
Volvo.
apartment.
Also
'Prefer
couple
or
EnBook'
World
and Studios.
Purchase
OF
SET
1971
436p.m.
5
after
phone
753-1443,
condition.
good
in
Goth
COME
suite.
-TO Canton, Ky., home el'conditioning and road service.
J8.8 Music Center, Murray.
Craft.
l970-KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753- single person:. Phone 753-4716.No
Child
with
cyclopedias
TFC
5489.
016€
753- 7575
the Red GetanIum.
Phone 753-2517.
K
017C 4374594,Hardin,1{,y. October 21C
016(
TFC Pets.
017C
8550..
$250.00. Phone 753-2325.

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE

Write:

P.O. Box W, Murray, Ky. 42071

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
GIVE US A CALL

rI WAITRESS
1
WANTED 1
1
I

Afternoon
Away

Phone 753-1916

WANTED

WAITRESS

Jerry's

FREE WASH

I

S

AS RO CAR WASH

A INN

I

1

testauranti

CALL

:00 A.M.

WANTED TO RENT

*
residents of Murray
*
*
*
Prefer Fireplace,
*
*
Cots of Storage and Bath with Shower
*
*
Days
753-1916
Phone
*
*
Williams
*
Mrs.
for
Ask
Nights
753-6213
*
******************

TWO LARGE LOTS - price includes 12 x 70 mobile home

FOR SALE

LE

c

=wow+

ONE ACRE LOT - Two bedroom mobile home.

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
number during the hours
listed

L2

„4-****************
ATCONCESSI°IRE5
WANT TO RENT *
*
SLOW
*
*
WILDLIFE CAUTI
HOUSE
TO
*
CROWDS *
I NG
NATlONAL CAR AND PARK
couple
married
Young
*
*
AREAS
TRAILER
PARK CROSSING
*
with one child, permanent
*

160 ACRES - Fenced, pole barn, clrantig, three bedroom home.

FREE!!

CAL service pole'
for two trailers.
matching chest,
ving room suite
airs, ottoman )
indows and doors,
II Phone 753-6406
017C

FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, fireplace in family room,
carpeted, shady lot, owner will trade.

WANTED TO RENT

Another View 0

NEWLY DECORATED two bedroom, city schools,' near
Senior Citizens Community Center Under $8,500.

753-7278

n 14wy 121
(Mayfield Hwy )

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

OWNER WILL TRADE - FOUR BEDROOMS, 2'
,
2 baths,
formal dining room, family room with fireplace, central
heat and air, 2,900 square feet of living space, double garage.

753-1916

•
•
•
•
•

c-
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McGovern Says Nixon Should Be
Held Responsible For Viet War
WASHINGTON ( AP — The
Senate has refused to grant
President Nixon's request for
unfettered budget-cutting authority in a move that heightened uncertainty about the time

of final congressional adjournment.
The defeat for Nixon came
Friday night a few hours after
Congress had given him a victory—final passage of the $30-

billion five-year revenue-sharing bill he first proposed more
than three years ago.
--Both the House and Senate
planned sessions today in an effort to wrap up final business,
adjourn the 92nd Congress, and
take off for campaigning in
home districts.
Snarls on major legislation
loudspeakers.
made the prospect of adjournment today—the legislators'
WASHINGTON AP )—Elea- target—an
off-again-onnor McGovern, wife of Demo- again
cratic presidential nornimee situation.
George McGovern, was reportThe spending-ceiling bill was
ed rested comfortably today at thrown into a House-Senate
a hospital where she went after conference committee to resuffering acute abdominal solve differences after the Senpains.
ate-approved amendments reInitial tests showed nothing stricting the authority Nixon
seriously wrong. Further tests sought.
were planned.
The House had passed the
McGovern, in Seattle, said measure in the form he rehis wife suffered an intestinal quested.
spasm. He said what she really
By a 46-28 vote, the Senate
needs "is two dasts of relaxa- approved exemptions and limition."
tations to the authority Nixon
estimate
Aides
Mrs. had requested to hold federal
McGovern has traveled half a spending to $250 billion in the
million miles on behalf of her current fiscal year.
husband.
One of the chief stumbling
blocks to adjournment is a
NIJMEGEN,
Netherlands massive Social Security(API—Premature twins born to welfare
Princess Irene, the second bill.
daughter of Queen Juliana and
The revenue-sharing bill,
Prince Bernhard, are reported passed by the Senate 59 to 19
doing well.
and previously passed by the
The twins, a girl weighing House, provides for grants to
only 3 lbs, 13 oz., and the boy, state and local governments to
who weighed 4 lbs. 12 oz., were use largely as they see fit.
born Friday..
One-third of the funds will go
to the states and the rest to
BALTIMORE ( API—Arthur cities, counties and townships.
Herman Bremer, who was conThe program is retroactive to
victed in the shooting of Ala- Jan. 1 of this year and, within
bama Gov. George C. Wallace, a few days of the President's
has been disciplined for in- signing of the bill, the Treasury
stigating a scuffle at the Mary- is readto start the money
land penitentiary.
flowing. The first installment is
Bremer is serving a 53-year
$2.65 billion.
sentence for shooting Wallace
One provision, in the bill,
and three others at a Laurel strongly protested by some senshopping center.
ators, places a $2.5-billion annual ceiling on federal grants
to the states for social services
for welfare recipients and potential recipients.
me accountable for that failSome states will lose more
ure."
social services money than they
will gain through revenue-sharSANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — ing.
President Salvador Allende
The restrictions on the dissays he'll kick foreign store cretionary authority Nixon reow-iters out of the country and quested to hold down governsend Chilean store owners to ment spending to $250 billion
trial if they don't immediately through June 30 were written
end their sympathy strike with into a bill temporarily increasthe truckers, who've been out ing the federal debt ceiling to
five days.
$465 billion.
The truckers want inCreased
The amendment, offered by
freight rates and they're pro- Sen. Len B. Jordan, R-Idaho,
testing the proposed creation of was adopted by a 46-28 vote.
a state-owned truck fleet.
Jordan said he was unwilling to
transfer Congress' power over
LOS ANGELES (AP) — appropriations to the chief exThree persons are under arrest ecutive.
in connection with an attempt
But the House, when it
to extort money from entertain- passed the debt-ceiling bill earer Johnny Carson, police said. lier in the week, gave the PresPolice refused to give many de- ident authority to hold back aptails of the incident and Carson propriations as he saw fit in orsaid police had advised him not der to keep spending down to
to comment on the case.
$250 billion.
Jordan's amendment proHONG KONG ( AP) — An -Ades that no appropriations
"exremely violent" gas ex- could be withheld by the Presiplosion blows out the front of a dent for interest on the national
Hong Kong department store, debt, veterans benefits and
killing at least two persons and services, Social Security, Medisending more than 250—many caid, public assistance grants,
in poor or critical condition to social service grants, food
hospitals. Officals say the blast stamps, ,military retirement,
was in the cosmetics depart- and judicial pay.
ment, through which the store's
It also provides that no promajor gas supply ran.
gram or activity could be cut
more than 10 per cent and that
Sports
cuts must be distributed proCINCINNATI (AP) — The portionately rather than at the
World Series begins today, with expense of one program over
the Oakland A's taking on the another.
Cincinnati Reds.
The Senate passed the bill, 61
to 11.

People In The News
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
S.I. Hayakawa, his "mission
accomplished" as peacemaker
while president of California
State University at San Francisco, is heading for quieter
academic pursuits.
The 66-year-old semanticist,
who became a national public
figure for his tough handling of
campus radicals during four
months of bombings and rioting
in 1968-69, resigned Friday, effective in June.
"Now I feel that things are in
order — mission accomplished
— I feel I can relax and go
back to things that are more
close to my own orientation,"
said Hayakawa. "I want to sit
and think, pound a typewriter,
read books. I want to return to
the reflective life arid write
Specifically on the subjec
. ts of
higher education."
The British Columbia-born
Japanese-American rose to national prominence in the early
days of student unrest on the
campus, then called San Francisco State College.
A faculty speech advocating
use of police gained Hayakawa
wide acclaim in California, especially from'the college system's trustees — who made
him acting president. A subsequent incident catapulted
Hayakawa into the national
eye.
He leaped on a sound truck
which was blaring proactivist
comments, ordered the radicals
to "get the hell out of here,"
and yanked the wires from the

World News Briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DETROIT I AP) — General
Motors and the United Auto
Workers are spending the weekend talking—while strikes
keep three GM plants closed
and threaten to close four more
next week.
The UAW says the issue is
production
standards—how
many men work how fast on a
production line—and GM officials say no union has the right
to tell a corporation how to run
its business.
WASHINGTON (A?)
The
Senate says no to giving President Nixon unfettered budgetcutting power—he said he
needed it to hold down federal
spending—and yes to Nixon's
long-sought federal revenuesharing bill.
Now the Congress, anxious to
get out of Washington for some
home-district • political work,
must wrestle a comprarAise between the House-passed budgetcutting bill and the more restrictive Senate version.
— .
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A capacity crowd a San Francisco's
Cow Palace hears Sen. George
McGovern, Democratic presidential nominee, demand that
President Nixon be held accountable for failure to end the
Vietnam War. McGovern
quoted Nixon's statements in
1968 and 1969 that if he failed to
end the war, he would expect
the American people to hold

Kentucky Roundup
Plant
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(API — The Bada Co. has disclosed plans for construction of
a 76,000 square foot plant here
which will make lead weights
used to balance tire wheels..
James Hardison, vice president of manufacturing for the
Pasadena, Calif., firm said Friday 65 workers will be employed at first, with the number
climbing to 150 by 1974.

Rev. Joseph Will
Be Church Speaker

Dedication
JACKSON, Ky. (AP) — The
LBJ elementary School, named
Rev. Roger Joseph will be the
in honor of the former presievangelist
at the revival serdent and his family, was dedicated Frida (nearly six years vices to be held at the Church
Grove United Methodist Church
after its cofrpletion.
near Benton starting Sunday,
A retired Breathitt County October 15, and continuing
school superintendent, Mrs. through Saturday, October 21.
Marie Turner, look note of the
Services will be held at seven
lapse in her. speech, corn- o'clock each evening with Don
imenting the pupils "for Mullins leading the singing.
taking such good care of this
The church and the pastor,
building."
Daniel Boone Festival
Rev. Fred Alexander, invite the
BAREtOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
public to attend.
Teams from Kentucky;
Religious Congress
Tennessee, Indiana. and Ohio•
KlitKSEY BOARD
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- —
will compere tocIty in a longMore than 900 persons attended
rifle shooting match at the anThe Executive Board of
the first session of the second
nual Daniel Boone Festival
the Kirksey Unit of the ParentKentucky-Tennessee
Religious
Teacher Association will meet
being held here this weekend.
Congress that opened in LouisU.
Democratic
'Kentucky
Wednesday, October 18, at 1:30
ville Friday.
Gov. Julian Carroll and U.S.
p.m. in the home ;of Mrs. Joe
The congress, which last. Thornton Mrs. Edward Willie,
Rep. Tim Lee Carter, a Republican serving from the through Sunday, is coMptIsed of president, urges all members to
Catholic
religious attend. Final plans concerning
state's 5th District, will open Roman
the event with a marksmanship educators, professional and vo- the Fall Festival of October 21
lunteer, from the two states.
duel
will be finished.

Lyle Underwood To
Speak, Christian
Church On Sunday
Lyle Underwood, chairman of
the board and congregation,of
the First Christian Church
( Disciples of Christ), will be the
speaker at the Laymen's Day
services at the church on
Sunday, October 15, at 10:45
a.m.
His sermon subject will be
"Who, me" with his scripture
from Acts 3:140, 4:5-14, to be
read by Henry Holton. Glenn
Card will be the worship leader.
The Communion meditation
will be by Dr. Woodfin Hutson
with prayers to be led by 0. B.
Boone, Jr., and Ken Sinclair.
Allan and Brett Warner will be
the candle lighters.
Elders will be Dr. A. H.
Titsworth and Dr. Ralph Woods.
Deaconesses and deacons willij,
be Henry Fulton, Mrs. 0. B.
Boone, Jr., Rebecca Dublin, B.
D. Hall, Don McCord, W.C.
McKee', Dr. William Seals, Ken
Sinclair, James Teague, and
Fred Wells. Greeters will be
George Landoll, Scott Marvin,
Jimmy Pasco, and Robert
Underwood.
The flowers on the Communion table will be in memory
of Mr. and Mrs. Karl Frazee.
The Chi Rho and CYF will
meet in the fellowship hall at
5:30 p.m. Sunday to hear Rev.
Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's
Catholic .Church speak on
"What . the Roman Catholics
Believe." Don' McCord is the
youth coordinator and Miss
Tress McCord and Mike Holtin
will meet with the groups.
The couples' Sunday School
Class will have a social hour
and dessert party in the church
library from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Sunday.

Taylor Dies
Friday At
Hospital
Alfred B. Taylor, owner of the
Taylor Seed Company, died
Friday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 59 years of age
and his death followed an extended illness.
The
deceased
was a
prOminent farmer of Calloway
County and operated his seed
company located on the Lynn
Grove Highway
at the intersection of Highway 783.
Taylor was born August 10,
1913, in Calloway County, and
was the son of Mrs. Lela
Brandon Taylor of 620 Broad
-Extended, Murray, and the late
Choice Taylor. He and his wife,
the former Margaret Eslinger,
who survives, were married
September 26, 1937.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, Murray
Route Seven; mother, Mrs.
Choice Taylor, 620 Broad Extended, Murray; two daughters,
Mrs.trstar (Carta)Turner, Jr.,
and Miss Malenda Taylor, both
of Murray Route Seven; one
-son, Robert T. Taylor, and one
granddaughter, Allison Taylor,
of Sparta, Ill.
Funeral services
held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrel
White and Rev. Terry Sills
officiating. The place of interment will be announced
later. Friends may call at the
Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home.

Dr. Dodson, Jr.,
Gives Sermon Topic
-Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr..
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, willispeak on
the subject, "Harried-But Not
Hemmed In" at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
October 15, at the churctj.
The Senior High MYF will
meet at six p.m. Sunday at the
church for supper and a
program, while the Junior High
MYF will meet at 5:30 p.m
Sunday at the church for
volleyball, supper, and
a
program.
The Methodist Me'n will meet
Wednesday, October 18, at 6:30
p.m. at the church for a dinner.
meeting with Parvin Bishop of
Paducah, Scout Executive of
the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council, as guest speaker._
Charles -/t71...indhergh -made
the first trans-Atlanti( nonMipp
trans-Atlautir /Tight May 2(1,
1927.

Honor Rolls...
(Continued from Page 1)
Karon Walker, Sharon Walker,
Sherri Wilson, Sherri Roberson,
Lisha Bucy, Michael Dillon,
Timmy Feltner, Debra Pritchett, Jeanne Schroader, Mark
Starks, Chandra Watkins.
Sixth Grade—Eddie Beach,
Tommy Boggess, Laurie Haley,
Renee McDougal, Francie
Outland, Kevin Pritchett,
Teresa Steen, Billy Vincent,
Juhnna Brandon, Charlotte
Coursey, La Don Dowdy, Renae
Edwards, Lisa Hoke, Kimberly
Starks, Terry Tucker.
Grade—Randall
Seventh
Starks, Terry Cleaver, Michael
Duncan, Tammy Feltner, La
Don Graham, Susan Imes,
Keith Starks, Lorraine Steen,
Tina Thompson, Renee Bolen,
Lisa Cleaver, Luana Colson,
Rita Edwards, Mark Jones,
Trina Swift, Jerry Thweatt.
Eighth Grade—Candy
Hargis. Marilyn McKenzie,
Michael Murphy, Phillip
Peeler, Renee Thompson,
Candace
Ramsey
Carla
Ramsey, Melissa Schroader,
Cresti Bucy, Wanda Watkins,
La Don Roberts, Regina
Hopkins.
Faxon
Debbie Brooks, Leanna
Brown, Christi Conway, Debbie
Eldridge, Linda Miller, Jerry
Morris, Teri Morris, Tammy
Outland, Donna Smith, Sandra
Stom, Richie Morris.
Regina Morris, Timmy Ross,
Rhonda Young, Teresa Vance,
Overby,
Renee
Tammy
Rudolph, Josie Parrish, Mike
Thomas, Ricky Hale.
Mark Outland, Marry Denny,
Cindy Duncan, Ricky Cunningham, Ken Morris, Clara
Chaney, Kimberly Johnson,
Shannon Jones, Brenda Miller,
Sharion Adams, Marion Adams.
David Cohoon, Patricia
Bynum, Karen Bynum, Janie
Barnett, Penny Overbee, Jackie
Miller, Thomas Jones, Cathy
Jones, Donald Colson, Gary
Emerson, Ken Cohoon, Anita
Vance, Sandra Thompson,
Jennifer
Williams, Tina
Sheppard, Robert Strode,
Debra Parrish, Roger Milby,
Carmen Todd.
Karen Tucker, Benita Underhill, Timmy Todd, Candy
Maddox, Loris Hale, Karen
Byerly, Kathy Bynum, Early
Btown, Tammie Bogard, Eddie
Boggess, Roger Colson.
Eugene . Dowdy, James
Duncan, Brenda Edmonson,
Lisa. Garland, Beliiida HaTrie,
Marilyn Hendricks, Less Jones,
Aleah Lamb, Townya West,
Anita Underhill, Patti Ross.
Hazel
Fifth Grade—Susan Byars,
Keisha Lassiter, Don Rogers,
and Rhonda Wilson.
Sixth Grade—Steve Enoch,
Ricky Garland, Sandra Hutson,
Lisa Mathis, Debra Miller,
Nancy Murdock, Janet Ordiway, Sheila Phillips, Conda
Teresa
Stubblefield, and
Wilson.
Grade—Tammy
Seventh
Melton, Timmy Alton, Gina
Crabtree, James Gallimore,
Michael Irvin, Rex Jackson,
Mastera, Kenneth
Cindy
Paschall, Carla Roach, and
Saline Tidwell.
Eighth Grade—Susan'Adams,
Lisa Alderson, Hugh Alton,
Dwayne
Barrett,
Kevin
Barrow, Vickie Carraway,
Roger Chrisman, Pamela Dick,
Terri Erwin, Cheryl Holsapple,
Sandra Irvin, Bryon Scott. and
Kevin Wilson.

Strikes Close Three
GM Plants; Talks Set
By STEFAN DONEV
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (API — General
Motors and United Auto Workers negotiators have scheduled
lengthy weekend talks after
strikes closed three GM plants
and threatened four more next
week.
The present and potential
strikes deal with the same issue—one that could cause national strikes by the UAW when
they negotiate their 1973 contracts with the automakers:
Long and bitter disputes over
assembly line production standards —the number of workers
on a line and how fast they
work—caused 2,300 workers to
walk out at Mansfield, Ohio; 8,500 at St. Louis, Mo., and 3,800
at Doraville, Ga., Friday.
But the strike at Mansfield
could cause shutdowns and
work reductions at most of the
23 GM assembly plants in the
nation, company officials said,
because the Mansfield workers
make parts for every model
car GM makes, except the Pontiac Firebird and the Chevrolet
Camaro. They also make parts
for GM production lines in
Mexico and Canada, where the
strike would also be felt strongly.
In addition, the UAW has a
strike notice due to expire at 10
a.m. Tuesday at the Ford Sterling Heights, Mich., plant, the
only non-GM plant at which a
strike is a possibility.
But, like Mansfield, the plant
is a key one, making rear-end

Tigers . . .
(Coathaued from Page 1)
Young returned a Keith Farrell
punt 65 yards for the touchdown. The PAT was blocked
and the Tigers trailed at halftime 13-0.
Dale McCuiston, the Tigers'
sophomore halfback, was
outstanding during the first 24
minutes of play. McCuiston, the
only Tiger who was able to pick
up any large gains, rushed for
73 net yards. Because of
numerous ground losses though,
the team rushing net yardage in
the half was 63.
Greer, the star
Andre
tailback fer the Tornado, picked
up only 12 yards in the half.
Tilghman had 28 net yards on
the ground and 48 in the air.
First downs found Murray with
five while Tilghman had only
two.
Things got a bit ridicilous in
the final half as Tilghman
scored on every series of plays
except the last one.
A 32 yard gain by Dodd
carried the Tornado to the
Murray 30 after only three plays
in the third period. On a first
and 10 from the 30, Paschall
connected with Dodd in the end
zone for the third Paducah
touchdown. Greer's kick
made the score 19-0.
Following the touchdown,
Murray gained seven yards
before being forced to punt from
the 23. But Greg Veatch got a
hand on Farrell's punt and
Jerry Gray raced the 23 yards
for the score. Paschall picked
up the two point conversion by
going around left end and with
7:07 left in the third quarter,
Tilghman was on top 29-0.

Tilghman's final touchdown
of the quarter
came when
Greer capped a 60 yard drive on
the seventh play from five
yards out for the six pointer.
"Beatitutdes of Revelation" Paschall's conversion pass was
batted down-by a high leaping
will be the subject of the sermon
Dale McCuiston.
by Bro. Roy Beasley at the
Tilghman scored three more
10:40 a.m. services on Sunday,
touchdowns
in the final quarter.
and
Seventh
October 15, at the
Greer scored on a one yard run,
Poplar Church of Christ.
Williams scored on a three yard
from run and a 20 yard run. All three
scripture
The
Revelation 1:1-3 will be read by PAT's were good.
Alan Smith with prayers to be
Final game statistics found
led by Orien Smith and Aubrey Tilghman amassing 241 yards
Hatcher.
on the ground and hitting 3-6
The six p.m. sermon topic passes for 78 yards for a total of
319. Murray netted 101 yards on
chosen by Bro. Beasley is •'How
To Honor Christ." Earl Steele the ground 4-11 passes added 10
more yards for a total net
will read the scripture from
John 5:19-23, and prayers will yardage of 111:'
Fullback Richard Bratner led
be led by John Steele and Keith
the Tilghinan ground attack
Higgins.
with 90 yards while Greer had 59
Bible Study is held each and Dodd 45. Williams, only 5-4,
Sunday at 9:40 a.ni. Earl Nanny had 31 yards in five carries.
will make the announcements
McCuiston played his best
and Josiah Darnall wia direct game of the
year and netted 100
the singing.
yards: Fullback George LanThe ladies Bible Class is held dolt, who was shaken up several
each Tuesday at ten a.m, at the times in the game.-carried for a
church. Bro. Beasley is con- net of 27.
ducting the study of the
Next:week- the Tigers will
-Christian Woman,Bible Study visit Hopkinsville, a 26-8 winner
Series, ' Course
No.
1, last night over Caldwell
Spokesmen for God" by M. L. County. Murray is now 3-4
for
Ball.
the season.

Sermon Topics Are

Listed For Sunday

.0
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assemblies for the entire Ford
production line. The UAW said
if it shuts down, its effect will
be felt throughout the Ford system.
President Leonard
UAW
Woodcock and Ken Bannnon,
UAW vice president and director of the union's Ford Division, both told unionists at a
Detroit meeting last month that
working conditions — including
production standards — will be
negotiated in the next contract.
Both men emphasized if there
is no other way to force the
automakers to "humanize" the
assembly lines, the UAW will
strike nationally.
Aware of the UAW's plans,
top officials from both Ford
arid GM publicly stated before
last month's UAW meeting that
working conditions are not
negotiable and that no union,
has the right to tell a corporation how to run its business.
Although GM officials won't
say how long it would take for
the Mansfield strike to force
shutdowns and closings across
the country, an industry source
said that strike "could have a
crippling effect within a week."
Bargainers are also working
this weekend to avert Monday's
threatened strike by 16,000 workers at the Buick plant in Flint,
Mich.

New Life Crusade
At. Memorial Church
To Close On Sunday

'Time to Run'...
(Continued from Page 1)
full-tune secretary, will open
Monday in the Hopkinsville
Savings & Loan Building on
Main Street as the headquarters
for the film's promotional effort. Mrs. Terry Sills, wife of the
pastor of the Sinking Springs
Baptist Church, will be the
secretary.
"Time to Run," Brownfield
emphasizes, "is a family
message film dealing with
problems all of us confront in
our daily lives.
''None of the proceeds
realized from its Murray
showing will go to the Billy
Graham Association," he said.
"Money received will go, first,
for local expenses,and, second,
for any expenses above the
promotion of the film itself."
The Capri Theatre has been
reserved for the three-day
showing of the film in Murray.
Serving with Brownfield on
the executive committee are:
local
Thomas,
Bruce
arrangements; Joe Pat Ward,
finance chairman; Dan Shipley,
prayer; M. C. Garrott,
publicity; Hoyt Roberts, group
sales; Lloyd Cornell, students;
Buel Stalls, Sr., civic clubs;
Leonard Elzie, churches, and
Rev. Terry Sills, counseling.

Rotary . ..
Continued from Page 1)
A graduate of the United
States Military - Academy - and
the Massachusettes Institute of
Technology with a master's
degree in civil engineering,
General Cushman served three
tours of duty in Vietnam before
assuming command of Fort
Campbell last February 4.

Bro. Tom Atwood, former
football star for Western State
University, Bowling Green, will In June, 1968, the president of
close the "New Life Crusade" the Republic of Vietnam,
at the Memorial Baptist Church Nguyen Van Thieu, presented
at the 10:50 a.m. services on the Cross OF Gallantry with
Palm as a Presidential Unit
Sunday, October 15.
The crusade opened Wed- Citation to General Cushman's
nesday evepiig. Dr. James brigade for its actions in the
Carlin, associate professor in Quang Tr -Hue area of
elementary education' at operations. At the same time,
Murray State University, is President Thieu personally
directing the music for the presented the Cross of
Gallantry with P. Palm
crusade.
Rev. Jerrel White, pastor, General Cushman.
The Fort Campbell comwill preach at the 7:30 p.m.
mander intorduced by Col.
worship services on Sunday.
Palmer Peterson, professor of
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman militaary science at Murray
'as the director, and Church State Univessity, who was the
Training will be held at 6:30 program chairman for the day.
A_guest—at the-ineeting...gt
p.m 7w-iffi ,Toe Pat-Futrell as
Ralph Salyer of Henderson.
direetor.
The Golden Circle Sunday
School class will meet at the
home of Mrs. Alice Mayfield,
700 Poplar Street, on-Monday at
seven p.m. The Acteens will
meet at the same time along
with the deacons and pastor's
meeting.
Funeral services for Clarence
C. Barnett of 506 North 5th
Street, will be held today aftivo
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. H. D. Lax and
Bro. Roy Beasley officiating.
Serving as pallbearers ii111-5e--his nephews, Joe Bailey
The funeral for Fred Suiter of
Garland, Jimmy Garland,
111 South 12th 'Street, Murray,
Clayton
Garland, Dickie
will be held today at two p.m. at
Garland,Junior Garland,and J.
the chapel of the Max Churchill
C. Barrett. •
Funeral Home with Rev. Terry
Interment will be in the Hicks
Sills and Rev. John Pippin ofCemetery
with
the
ficiating.
arrangements by the BlalockGrandsons will serve as
Coleman Funeral Home where
pallbearers who are Gerald
friends
may call.
Suiter, Donald Crawford, Hollis
Barnett, age 72, died ThurSuiter, . Larry Suiter, Mike
sday at 9:55 p.m. at his home.
Burkeen, Joe Suiter, and Dennis
He was a member of the Center
Suiter. Honorary pallbearers
Ridge Baptist ('hurch. Born
will be members of 'the Adult
Class of the Sinking Spring December 3, 1899, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
Baptist Church.
late James Thomas Barnett and
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the Fannie Lee Martin Barnett. He
and his wife, the former Odell
arrangements by' the Max
Smith, who survives, were
Churchill Funeral Home where
married May 17, 1930. One son,
friends may call.
Clifford Barnett, preceded him
Suiter, age 81, died Thursday
at noon at the Murray-Calloway in death on February 15, 1959.
Survivor's include his wife;
County Hospital. He and his
wife, Luecreete, who survives two daughters, Mrs. James
had been married for fifty-eight (Stella May) Duncan of Dexter
years on August 21. He was a Route One and Mrs. John I Judy
member of the Sinking Spring Frances) Richardson of 506
Baptist Church and was the son North 5th Street, Murray; three
of the late George Suiter and sons, Charles C. Barnett of 310
North 5th Street, Murray. Jake
Isabel Pierce Suiter.
Barnett
of 1369 Sycamore.
The Murray Man is survived
by his wife, Ars. Suiter; Murray, and John Barnett of
Murray Route Seven; four
stepmother, Mrs. Eva Lenz of
sisters, Mrs. Reble Nettie)
Mayfield; three daughters,
Mrs. William Burkeen and Mrs. Reed and Mrs. Johnny (Hontas)
Garland, both of Paducah, Mrs.
Rayinond Crawford, both of
Melvin (Ina) Miller of Murray
Murray, and Mrs. Clyde
Route Six, and Mrs. Lucille
Holifield of Mayfield Route
One; two sons, Elroy Suiter of Garland of 500 Elm „Street,
Murray; two brothers, Bailey
Murray and Leon Suiter of
Mario, Tenn.; two half sisters, Barnett of Murray Route Five
Mrs Willard Perry of Wingo and Thomas Barnett of Murray
and Mrs. Ranzy, Farrell of Route,. Sixi. fifteen grandMayfield; one brother, Tebe ehildren.
Suiter of Murray; one half
brother, Earnest Suiter of St.
Coal fumes from
a
Louis, Mo.; eleven grand- locomotive killed 521 persons
children; fifteen great grand- in an Italian railway tunnel
near Balvana in 1944.
children.
..

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel

For C. C. Barnett

Rites Will Be Held
Today At Chapel
For Fred Suiter
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